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Extending to SU11V1ne1' vacation, 
, Including a Binder, 
Benewals f01' one year, including a Binde1', 
fore July 1, 1880, 
• Professor Howland's translation of the First Book of the JEneid 
will be concluded next week. 
The regular monthly meeting of the teachers of the city. schools was held 
in the high school building last Saturday, and was one of the most profitable 
of the year. Superintendent -- spoke of the influence of example, stat-
ing as a central thought that a stream will not ri~e 'above .its fountain. 'pupils 
copy from teachers largely, therefore it is Important for the good order and 
advancement of aU schools, that the teachers set examples worthy of imita· · 
tion, and which when imitated, will promote the best interests of their 
schools. - Jixchange. 
.It is well that we have the stream fountain and the angel in 
the block of marble to fall back on. What would teachers at 
institutes do for metaphors and similes but for this old reliable 
pair?- But it would not do to hazard any novel or startling doc-
t.rin~s before an audience. Familiar phrases are the most likely 
to meet with echo' and applause, and it is all right that it should 
be so. We listen to to the new opera with critical pain and mys-
. tificati.on, but "Home, Swe.!t Home," calls out the handker-
chiefs, and "Yankee Doodle" brings down the house. Let the 
institute orators then grind away upon their un carved angel and 
. ~heir stream and its source. It pleases them and does not hurt 
us;. bUl in the line of interesting an audience their!! is not a 'good 
example to follow. 
It is occasionally made a charge against lady teachers that 
. they do not have their heart in their work, but are on the alert 
to be married, making teaching a mere makeshift in the mean-
time. This is all very true. 
"Hope springs eternal in the maiden's breast, 
She never is, but always to be blest." 
And she is a very uncomfortable customer unless such is the 
case. A beau is a positive adrlition to the teaching-power · of 
a woman, and in the absence of a beau the next best thing i~ the 
hope of one. If the Jumping-off place cou1d be mQre accurately 
pointed out it would be a decided advantage to the teachers and 
the schools. The thought of marriage is distracting, some say; . 
and a woman's heart can not be in her work if it js "another's. " . 
Can't it? That is just when it can be in her work and just when 
It IS. If the long lane of pedagogy has no matrimonial turn in it . 
visible in the dim future it presents a rather blue prospect to the 
human part of a woman, whatever it may hold out to the peda-
gogical part of her. One of the worst things that can happen to 
a bright man in his early days is to succeed as a school teacher, 
and one of the most unfortunate things that can happen to a 
lively, attractive woman is to succeed too well as a school ma'am, 
But there is one greater misfortune that may 0vertake her-mar-
rying a schoolmaster. 
The readers of the WEEKLY will notice an increasing propor-
tion of reading matter in its columns not ' strictly pedagogie. 
This is found to be in accordance with the wishes of a major ity 
of our subscribers, as far as we have ~en able to judge, and es-
pecIally at this time of the year. The press is teeming witli arti-
cles of great interest and useful information, and it is quite as 
appropriate that a pedagogue should be told something about 
how to select and read books as how to extract the cube root of 
fractions ;' what are his duties and responsibilities as a citizen and 
member of society as how he may perform the perfunctory duties 
of the school teacher. We shall therefore feel quite free to p-re-
sent articles-original and selected-which may not be strictly 
pedagogieal in their nature. Especially are short, pointed sketch-
es and stories welcome to the teacher wearied' and exhausted by 
the labors of a long school term. But these stories are not al-
ways to be had, and we invite our readers, if they possess any-
thing -of the kind worthy a place in these columns, to tender ~,t 
to the editors of. the WEEKLY, 'that otbers may be benefited and 
delighted by what is now lying useless among the rubbi~h of a ·, 
port-folio, waiting for that imaginary day 'of literary .Jeisu~e 
which is sure never to come. 
ART AND ELBOW GREASE. 
We learn from an exchange that there is a manual of' primary' 
ins~ruction just issued for the use of the teachers of PhiladelphIa, 
in which hints in teachIng morals and man~ers ar.e given. Is it 
possIble? How wonderfully they do progress down East. 
IN commenting-on t~e low salaries of Chicago teachers, the Chicago Tribune of last Sunday concedes all the points made 
by the WEEKLY in regard to the teachers' having just cause of 
complaint of partiality lieing shown in the salaries of superbiten-
dent~, principals, and office employes, while those of the assist--
ants are left at starvation gauge. But while ' conceding these 
J>oints,:. it claims' that female teachers hav.e no reason to compla.in · 
,. , ~ ,, ~ -
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of their pay and duties as compared with other wage workers of 
the female persuasion. It cites particularly the case of shop. 
girls, their hardships, long hours, small pay, and all the annoy· 
'ances' they are subject to at the hands of the public by way of 
.contrast with the heavenly times that teachers enjoy, their high 
emoluments. long resting .spells, and delightful employment. 
In ~he matter of mere physical' fatigue, we subniit that it is no 
more wearing for a woman to stand ten hours behind a counter 
than it is for a teacher to govern for five hours sixty little imps 
, trying to dance tight rope on her nerves. If she makes easy 
work of it, if she is so master of the situatio,n that the labor 
mpves on without friction, it is all the more to her credit and 
should not be quoted against her to justify a reduction of salary 
any more than the skill of the handy workman should be made 
an argument for keeping him low in the raIik of his craft or 
pinched in his purse. ' 
But all such argument is neither here nor there. There is no 
~ore proper comparison between the teacher and the shop· girl 
than there is between the teacher and the coal heaver, or the 
teacher and the ballet dancer. The argument of quantity of lao 
bor regardless of quality would keep the fees of the lawyer, phys· 
ician, and clergyman at a very low figure. An old farmer in 
Tazewell county hearing that the village minister received the 
, sum Qf $500 a year, exciafmed, "Five hundred dollars a year! 
, . Why, he don't do not/lin." When the case of the sho? girl IS 
cited it would be well to ask, Did the shop girl like the teacher 
. spend twelve years in general preparation for her work? Did 
she spend two years in special preparation for it ? Did she pass 
such an examination as thl! teacher had to pass? Could she pass 
such an examination? If so, why does she not do it and become 
a teacher? Let us alone with the shop-girl; if you can produce 
a ~ood cook and housemaid we will talk to you. 
.NORMAL PROBLEMS AGAIN 
THE Manitowoc :rribun~, in replying to our remarks upon the normal schools of Wisconsin, exhibits such proof of our asser· 
, tio~ that their severest critics are men of "snap judgment, half 
~ . information, and ' misinformation," that we ·have taken time to 
make a , little inquiry with reference t'o our assertion ; for the pub-
lic good. . 
The Tribune says-"they should not be maintained at public 
expense, for the reason that but 'few can take advantage of them, 
and only those whose circumstances in life are such that they <;an 
afford to be at considerable expense for board, clothing, ~nd oth-
er i.ncidentals necessaries, (sic) whilst in attendance; in a word, 
it creates an aristocratic educational line, and is a discrimination 
in favor of the ,rich against the poor." . 
, Our inquiry has developed the following facts: viz. 
, 33 I?er cent of the students are wholly seif-supporting. 
'Z7 per cent " '. " "partl) selfsupporting: 
81 per cent" "expect to wholly take care of them-
selves after leaving school. 
16 per cent are going in debt for .some, or all of their normal 
schooling,. . 
These figuris are made from the data taken for us in the 
schools at Oshkosh, River Falls, and Whitewater, and are to be 
trusted. . 
What do they signify? Certainly not tha~ they are ~hools 
. for · t~e rich,. when 60 per cent of the students are wholly or partly 
worlbng theIr own way, and ~I per cent have nothing to look 
forWard to after leaving school for support but their own efforts. ' 
, , 
And the evidence becomes still more convincing when we elim-
inate from the 19 per cent who look forward to some income not 
of their ow.n earning, all those whose expectations .cannot be 
classed as "large" or "great." 
The 7 ribune is welcome to whatever comfort it can draw from 
this showing. We trust that this silly charge will never be again 
made against the Wisconsin normal schools. 
Another reason given for abolishing the normal schools is that 
large numbers of their "graduates are engaged in other profes-
sions. " Fro~ the last reports of the schools at Oshkosh, Platte-
ville, and Whitewater, we find that of the 373 graduates in both 
courstS, 26 have gone into other work than teaching, or almost 
exactly 7 per cent, most of the~ becoming lawyers. As the fig-
ures stand there is no case against the schools worthy of notice, 
and when we refl~ct that most of the 26 taught more or less before 
changing their labor, there is only left the mere shadow of a case, 
and The Tribune is welcome to the ghost. 
Of the 373 graduates, 217 are reported as teaching, 2 I of whom 
are out of the state, and 6 are County Superintendents. Of the 
rest, 42 are married and have given up teaching, 38 are pu~suing 
their studies still farther, and from 28 there is no report as to 
their work, but many were known at the time of publication to 
be waiting for employment. The remainder is variously accounted. 
for in the catalogs. Now the oldest of these three schools is 14 
years old and the youngest 9 years, anq this is the summary con-
cerning their graduates. If it were possible, we would add to 
this a statement of the amount of teaching done yearly by the 
undergraduates, and submit the case for public judgment. 
As to the call for the number of teachers from these schools 
"who have yet made any particular mark in educational circles, " 
it is enough to say that o~e has for years been Principal of the 
Lemoyne Normal School at Memphis, Tenn. , three are success-
ful professors of natural science, thirty-five are Principals of 
graded and high schools, and while ten of the girls are now teach-
ers in various normal schools, many others hold first assisstants' 
positions all over the state. . 
Now when we consider that the "Higher Course" in these 
schools is only four years, and the grade of the work necessarily , 
done in the first year, · there is, in our opinion; no reason why 
the people o~ Wi~consin should be goaded into opposj{i~n to 
these schools. 
, 
WHAT IS A PEDAGOGUE? 
What rank in society does the teacher hold? What recommendation to a. 
young mll,n would it be to say r "I have bec!n a school teacher?" How do 
the people regard a pr.)fes~ion 11 pedagogue? Is not the clerk, who stands ' 
behind the counter measuring out calico, or the barber, who dresses your hair 
and brushes your clothes, held in higlter favor than the' public guardian of the 
intellectual growth of your youth? If answered in the affirmative, who is to' 
blame for it, ~nrl why sho lid it be thus? That teaching may receive the en-
ergio:s of t~e young and the strong, and d~serve the esteem of society, . the 
qualificatIOn; to teach mu,\ be milde greater alld therefore better pily be in-
sured to stimulate and sustilin strenuous activity.-Exchange. 
The teacher in ·a small village is a man of some importance, 
but in a large city the teacher has virtually no social standing. 
What consideration he receive, is not on account of his being a 
teaclter, but in spite of it. It is because he is a mason, or a 
singer, or a reader, or a poet, or a politician, or a church-mem-
ber, or a good chess-player. But nobody in a large city has any 
• respect for a mere pedagogue. This he does not know, however, 
until he is out of the business. He is treated with a pitying 
consideration by men of the world, which he mistakes for defer-
ence; lie is s~iled to, 1.0 his face, and smiled at, to his bilck. 
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• There are some good reasons for this. A teacher is apt to be 
but poorly informed upon matters outside his profession. He 
comes in contact very little with men, or even with women on a 
footing of equality. When he is not wrangling with some angry 
mother, he is sure to be listening to the flattery of a score of as-
sistants, which puts him in a false position whether he is worthy 
or unworthy. The clergyman's relations with women are more 
ennobling. He sounds the depths of their souls, excite~ in them 
, and radiate~ upon them the poetry which they crave and for which 
they turn from their husbands' to their pastor and their favorite 
poet. But the school-master's relati 1ns with women have no ~uch 
glamour of ideali!y, He is in a petty business, and if he dces 
not become petty in reality he does in reputation, and that, as far 
as the estimation he is held in is concerned, is just the same, 
, He must be a coward and can scarcely be said to retain his 
self-respect.. T0 be qualified to teach he must originally have 
education or gifts superi~r to his official masters ; yet he must 
cringe to them and the more contemptible they are, the more he 
must _ cringe. This habit of cringing IS the progr~ssive atrophy 
of manhood. He was buried a man, but after ten years he-is dug 
up a school-master. This the men of the world observe and 
when they come in contact with him they treat him with' the half-
sad, half-affectionate consideration which they would bestow on 
the fossil remains of their ancestors, He may interest, amuse, even 
, instruct them, but they can never feel towards him or think of 
him 'or treat him as an equal. 
' -The want of prospect, outcollle, develop.r ent in the character 
or <lffairs of a school-master is a death-blow to his standing among 
men. There is hope of something to happen, some ten-strike to 
be made in the case of every employment but that of school-
teaching. Overtlie 'entrance to that road should be written No 
THOROUGHFARE. It is a blind alley-amI de sac, A bankrupt may 
rise again; a beaten man may have his turn of the wheel of for-
tune; a ruined gambler has hope of a new deal and better luck 
next time; the sinner can repent, the reprobate reform, and from 
the strength of ?igh determination accomplish great ends; but 
the~e is no hope for the confirmed school ~master in a worldly 
sense; it is, in prospects and possibilities that he is bankrupt. 
He h~s merely a servile and meager living with the dignity and 
importance of his profession to keep him up-dignity, respecta-
bility, and importance which are principally in his eye, No one 
respects him very milch; n,o one fears him at all, not even his 
owm pupils_ He is a mask of dignity and a mummer of impor- , 
tance. In the large cities, since whipping was done away with, 
teaching is not a man's job. It is peculiarly the wo~k of women 
ai~d ennuchs. ' ' 
. The notice given in these columns ~wo w,eeks ago of Prof. 
Hailman's Four Lectures on Early CIu'Id, Culture has been itself 
criticis~d ,as too severe in its censure, and not just to the author 
of the book. We have therefore re-examined the book with a 
purpose to find something in it besidts trash. And we do find 
tI1uch that is commonplace; much that is , old 'and familiar, 
dressed up anew, and trying to pass for profound philosophy. 
On page 8 Frcebel is said to have earned "the proud' title, 'Dis-
Coyerer of Childhood,' " and to be the principiil exponent of the 
"new ed1.Jcation," the leading principle of whicl~ is "unifica-
ti(;)ll." After that "unification" is presented as a "first prinCi-
, pIe," "the fundamental law," by which parents,and teachers can 
test ,their work; or, as this boo~ puts it, "can determine in the 
ratio of their insight and conscientiousness ' to what extent'tbeir 
> eduGati9nai mel\Surel! may prove injurious or benefic,ial." An 
. . -
,," 
when the author, in a sudden burst of confidential communica-
tion, tells us in plain English what "unification" is, he lets us 
know that "unification in and with themselves" is, "in other 
"ords," "to harmonize their thoughts, feelings, and their will, 
and to give clear expression to these! " Now nothing that is 
offered us on page 9 as unification is anything new, or anything '" 
different from what has been sought by all good teachers from 
Socrates to the last good girl that has begun to. teach. The 
principles and aims of education do not change; the methods do 
change. There is nothing in this "new education" that was no,t 
famili,ar in the aims and principles of teachers half a century ago, ' 
except the suggestion of a few metheds, and the affectation of a 
superior wisdom. The criticism of the "school of to-day" as 
pronounced lately from the author's lips in our city, and as it is ',,',. • 
epitomized on page 13, has been earnestly urged' for half a cen-
tury, so far as it is just and true. But how much help can any 
olle get, for practical work, in such a direction as this (p, 15): 
"Seek, strengthen, create, with equal scrupulousness and con- " 
scientiousuess, all that will unify the child in every direction of 
his evolution?" That may be Orp~lic, but it is ,not s~nsible ,or 
useful. ' 
======= 
In connection with what is said in anotl)er place about the 
rank and character of the ordinary school teacher, we quote the 
fol low:ng from a letter received a few days ago from one who 
has long experience in educational work, In speaking of th,e 
lack of adequate support given to an ~JCdusively educational 
journal the writer says: "If you dilute to s,uit the palate and', 
constitution of the thousands of average teachers, you produce ' 
somet~ing which teachers of the higher order do not read, and, 
can not take the time to study; and most of all you do not even 
then get your journal into the hands of the 'lower ten thousand' 
to whom you cater. It is a sad fact that they will not read_ It 
is a sadder fact that trey pOJisess insufficient means from the ~ig- ,:' I 
gardly salaries paid to enable them ,to purchase much reading .-
matter-though the salary is generally worth the 'teacher and the 
teacher is adjusted to the s~lary_ I( you t:aise your standard to 
suit the taste and needs of the ' higher class of tt'!lchers, you rise 
above the lower ten ' thousand, and do not secure in the upper 
ranks a clientage large enough to support the journal. If our 
republican institutions were not in the way, we might demand ' 
such examinations and qualifications of teachers as would secure 
, . 
a class of intelligent readers for a journal, but they would ~lso 
require increased wages_ As the great mass of teachers will n~- .. 
main a vaSt horde of milk and watery misses struggling 'to earn a 
new dress or a spring ' bonnet, the only cltanc'e of success js in' ~ 
mixed journal which will -attract the attention 0f the misses, ana 
also bait the 'representativ~s of higher 'teaching." 
Such letters are not the most consoling to the editors ~nd pub-




us to express the bald truth. 'But it has been tne purpose of the 
WEEKLY to create more of a professional spirit among teachers, 
and thus to' increase t!le amount of professional "reading done b\! 
the rank and ,file of the profession. We believe very much h~ ':' - _~ 
been accomplished.in that direction already. But there remains 
yet, a great deal more to be done. It can 110t all be done by the 
educational journal, however; there is a posttive duty, too gen-
" 
erally neglected, which principals and sU,perintendents who read , ~', 
educ~tional journals owe to theIr profession and, to the teachers . 
associated with ,them-to 1;lrge upon ' all teachers the imp0I1tllnee 
of reading_ the current discussions ,of educational' questlens , as " : ~ 
they ~ppear.'in the teachers' journals., " No t.eacher ean lOllg'hol~ ,_ -." 
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an honorg.ble place in the schools who does not regularly read 
one ~r more of these papers. 
HINTS FOR HOME READlNG. 
Hew To 'READ. 
-' 
B y 70seph Cook. 
. ~hat sort of li1:erature should be given to boys and girls who are naturally 
mclIned to read, but who are devouring trashy story books? How can such 
minds be led to higher literature? And how should dull boys who have not 
naturally a taste for reading be gradually induced to acquire it? 
TH.E; problem is different in country and city. The country presents .by far the more difficult side of the theme. In the first place, the pulpit ought 
to be awakened 'to the duty of directing the reading of the young. The pas-
tor in his vi&its may ascertain very easily what the boys are reading, and a 
little att,ention to family libraries ought, r think, to be a part of pastoral activ-
ity. IUs to me a very interesting memory that a venerated preacher in my 
native town, the brother of Treasurer Herrick, of Yale College-Henry Her-
rick, who was lately living in Connecticut-came into my father's house 
when I was, perhaps, ten years old, and looked at my library. His commen-
dation of certain books interested me. Although he was not officious he was 
efficient in directing my reading. Two district~ had been united near my 
father's residence and a library was to be sold at auction. My father furn-
nisl!pd me with money onough to buy pretty nearly the whole of this collec-
tion, and I thus came into possession of many of the bool{s issued by the 
fIarpers for school libraries. The selection was made by Cbancellor Wal-
worth, assisted by such men as Edward Everett and Jared Sparks, and was a 
really good one; containing such volumes as "The Pursuit of Knowledge 
Under Difficultiesl' Paley]; "Naturai Theology," and Benjamin Franklin's 
~utobiography. It faci~ateds me at the time, and I shall never forget how 
.proud I was of my first library, which was hardly more than three feet 
square. . 
But to incite a dull boy to read you must not rely on clerical influence as 
much as on ~arental; and, therefore, attention must be given to the reading of 
the older members of the community. If the heads of the family have a love 
for reading, the taste almost invariably descends to the children. The forma-
tion of town libraries in places with populations of three to five thousand in-
habitants ought to be encouraged. The school-teaclter in every Union'school 
or acndemy should be furnished with the means of inciting a taste for read-
ing in his pupils by the aid of a library belonging to th'e institution. 
The sluggish circulation of books in our rural di.tricts should be quickened 
in .:tll ways, and especially-through cheap editions of great authors. 
. . It appears to me one of the hopeful signs of the' times that scientific prim-
, ers are new heing widely put into circulation. Of course there is no royal 
'. ro~d to knowledge, but it is better that elementary instruction, prepared in 
primers by experts, should be sunk into the minds of the population than that 
the common people should go back even to the reverence which they had in 
early New England days of scholars speaking ex cathedra. We are a nation 
of smatterers, but hope to be something better in time_ The fear of superfi-
ci~llearning through the distribution of science in an elementary form is not 
unnaturaJ 011 the part of some, yet it should be remembered that these prim-
ers are usually written by experts, and that tbe names of several of the fore-
most men in science have been placed upon the title· pages of elementary 
worKS for the people. Let a boy have these and he will be incited by-them 
to the study of greater works, which ought to be classics even in libraries in-
tend'ed for young people. 
• Make a dull boy, feel that the dime novel is vulgar. I remember, that in 
"Telemachus," Ulysses tried to convince a man who had become on~ of a 
herd of swine that it was shllmeful to be ~ pig; but he did not succeed. The 
flooding of the land with dime novels and with infamous periodicals of the 
clieaper and coarser kind acts like Circe's enchantment on wide circles of 
y'outh. No doubt it is a frequent ·incitement to crime, and, on the whole, is 
_ one of the most monstrous of the undisguised evils in the modern days of 
. cheap printing. Let a boy learn that some publications ~e not fit to be han-
dled with the tongs; Let parents excludt; fr,om the familv mansion the frogs 
an~ vipers that swarm forth from the oozy marshes of the Satanic press. Let ' 
the dull boy make the acquaintance of Cooper; Scott, Defoe and "Pilgrim's 
Progress"-a bGok by no means out~own. Personlllly I must confe!!; great 
indebtedness to th'e "Rollo" books, the "Jonas" bJoks and "The Young 
Christian," . by tlie late revered father of the editor of tbe Ch~tian Union. 
Richter, in his "Titan," represents one of bis characters at the age of twenty: 
five as making a collection of all the books he had read while young, includ-
ing the volumes he had studied at school as well as the fiction w.hich had 
interested him in early days: ,Let a dull boy be incited by his parents, his 
teachers, his Sunday-school instructors, and especially by his pastor, to dip 
deeply into the classics for youth. After the best works of historical fiction 
become facinating to him, history will interest and biography will attract him. 
When a boy has once acquired a keen interest in biographical and historical 
reading he cannot thereafter be wholly vulgar in his taste for literature. 
As to the bright boy in the country little need be said; for he will take 
care of himself. He will have the best books, or a few of them at least, and 
they will be his chief treasures. My impression is that such .a' boy ought not 
to think the city necessary for a th~rough acquaintance with the masters of 
literature. There are only about a thousand really first,class books in the , 
English language-certainly not over a thousand that deserve 'reading three 
times througb. Of the greatest books there are not over a hundre~ in the 
mother-tongue in which any man is born. If teacher and parent will help 
the boys to select these, and make up a library for them out of the volumell 
that deserve to be abs~rbed, the taste of a bright boy will very soon guide it-
self. He cannot go' amiss in the list of books which time has approved. My 
opinion is that the taste of youth should be formed by literature of standard 
reputation far more than . by ephemeral novelties, however brilliant. We 
should early become thoroughly familiar with' the hundred best books in 01;lr 
language, for these will be with us through life and be the chief solace of our 
declining years. I can put into a bookcase five feet square thevolnmes which, 
in my opmion, contain the chief weiglzt of English literature. We are to 
weigh books, not measure them, and I would do this even for youth. 
As to both dull boys and bright boys in cities, their opportunities of i,\for-
mati on are so abundant.;that only two pieces of advice need be given: 
Carlyle's exclamation, "Here are books; fall to I" 
And Wellington's at Waterloo, "Up and at 'em I" 
The chief difficulty of bright boys in the city will be in the abunda.nce of 
books; and I think it ,important to insist rigorously, especially for the keen-
'est, that their literary shelves should not be conections but selections. They 
will have the family library, the city library, and perhaps three or four' o.ther 
libraries within reach, besides the bookstores; , which are by no means to be 
neglected, for reading a book with the fingers at a bookseller's stall is .an art 
that should be taught early to youth. . 
The dull city boy is in the midst of more temptation than the dull country 
boy, and nothing but the 'most earne~t training on the part of his parents or 
instructors will prevent him from forming a taste for coarse amusements, and 
so neglecting the dt;luge of opportunity about him. The dull city boy is in a 
position not to be envied by the dull country boy, for probably of all circum-
stances that tempt the youth of :\ somewhat torpid inteJlect those of the grea 
city are the' worst sorceries and likely to cause him to become the most de-
~aded. The dull :boy in the city, therefore, should be brought into clubs of 
young people and made ashamed of himself if he neglects the opportunities 
for reading a!forded by such societies as bring out social ambition in connec-
tion with literary taste. 
I have at no time forgotten the efforts making in the United States for tbe 
promotion of home reading, and they apply to tbe country as well as to -tbe 
city, but afford particular advantages to the populations of large villages. 
The Boston Society for tIle Promotion of Home Reading furnis hes a)ist of 
. volumes on .special topics, carries on correspondence as to authorities in 
science, prints circulars, and has an annual reunion of such readers as choose 
to participate in it. I believe also that essays are sent ip. for examination by 
some readers at a distance. The celebrated Chimtauqua plan for the promo-
tion of home reading has 'application both to the city and the country, but es-
pecially to the latter, and appear~ to me to deserve the weigh~y commendation 
It received from William Cullen Bryant. Some fifteen thousand persons have 
paid a small fee to secure the assistance of the Central Secretary,' Dr.Vincent 
of Plainfield, ~ew Jersey, who executes the Chautauqua plan. The 'text-
books are many of them written by experts expressly for preparatory courses, 
and are strongly to be recommended for ~pular reading. A close over-'sight 
of the work of the readers is kept by the secretary; certain reunions occur-
or will take place-but the plan is yet in its infancy. The object of the el;l-
terprise is to give the average citizen a college student's outlook . . ,Let boys 
be brought into sucb plans as the Boston and Chautauqua reading enter-
prises exemplify, and let tbe dull youth ,be ·h.arnessed with' the bright one 
and so keep himself out of places of temptation 'in citles. 
Over every library Case should stand the words; "Avoid rubbish." A sec-
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ond.rate book, however good, IS a mischief if it occupies the time we ought 
to devote to a first· rate. In regard to reading, as well as to much else, there 
is deep wisdom in a German proverb which asserts that the better is a great 
enemy of the best.-Cltristian Union. 
====== 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM IN ENGLAND AND 
SCOTLAND. 
The following letter of Prof. Barna~as C. Hobbs, former state 
superintendent of schools in Indiana,to the Indianapolis Yournal 
is worthy of pn:servation as being a brief but very clearly word-
ed account of the English system of schools. Prof. Hobbs has 
giv~n the matter a good deal of very close attention : 
Having visited a large number of the schools of England and Sc Jtland, 
and studied with some care their educational systems, I apprehend a few items 
concerning them may not be uninteresting 1'0 the rc;aders of the 7ourllal. 
There are three systems in operation in England. The first is conducted 
br. the Established Church, the second by the British and Foreign School So : 
ciety, and the third is termed the Board Schools. 
The first has long been in operation. It embraces the universities of Ox-
for:d and Cambridge, as well as the educational interests of the poorer classes, 
or the common schools. My object at present is to treat of the lafter work. 
While' the church, as a state"endowed institution, had the entire control of 
.this subject, the education of th~ poorer classes was sha~efully neglected. 
Intelligent Christian men, discovering the need of some ade'quate relief to 
this class, .succeeded in getting the passage of a bill providing for the educa-
tion of teachers for common schools and for the endowment of training col · 
leges. Their work has been greatly blessed. Two institutions of this , kind 
are established in London, one for young men and one for young women, 
, who come from all parts of 'the kingdom. Their addmission is dependent on' 
their proficiency, on their success as apprentices in teaching, and on their 
good moral character. ,Good health is also an essential, and a pledge that 
, they will, after leaving, continue in the common schools 'as teachers for two 
y~ars. They generally board in the colleges. 
T!ti~ work, however, fell far short of meeting the demands for education 
by the teeming millions in this densely:populated island. Wm. Edward Fors· 
ter was commissioner of ~ducation in 1866-70, and succeeded after a long and 
_ persistent presevercnce, in getting a bill through Parliament which provided 
for the building of school·houses, and the employment of teachers In all 
plaCt;S where deficiences existed. These schools were to be unqer the man-
agement of a school board, and called board schools. The law provided also 
for compulsory education, and for aid in support of training teachers or ap-
prenti~es, and gave a new life and impetus to the entire system. 
A few years before Oxford and Cambridge had the entire disposal of all ed. 
ucational honors, and seemed deliberately inclined to confine them to church 
piLtrons and officials, with an occasional exception. By a strong combination 
of dissenting influences the London University was established with power 
to confer appropriate degrees. Any gentleman or lady now can by a suc-
cessful examination at this universi ty obtain a Bachelor's,Master,or other de-
~ee. No other institutions, except the Edinburg and Dublin univerSities, 
can confer degrees. The Methodist, Baptist, and Congregational colleges are 
held unequal to such powers, and are kept in submission to tbe powers that 
be; but they are perfecting a combination which in time will secure the dis· 
establishment of the state church. 
This conflict of powers and jealously of rights;privileges, and prerogatives 
perva<!es the whole educational system of England. The board schools, 
the cliurch schools, and the British and foreign schools have each an end to 
subserve, and are the rivals of each other. The board, and British and for· , 
eign schools, however, are so nearly identical in aim that it is expected they 
will in time unite their fortunes. :These differences prevent any general sys-
tem of taxation which will make tuition more than partially free. Regular 
rates are charged per week, and each scholar is expected to bring up his 
pence at stated times. unless relieved by the board bec~use of poverty. None 
are excluded, but all tqat can must pay. 
HOW MANAGED. 
Each school has a head master who has under him subordinates for each 
room. The general order of the room is under the control of this subordi-
nate. The rooms an; large, and usually four or five classes recite in the same 
, room simultaneously. They all speak loud, tliat they can be' well heard. The 
scholars not reciting, study loud as well, and talk among themselves is not 
_ generally forbi~den. In all t~il noisy display all appears to be in g?od work· 
ing order. . They have, I think, rather a dread of the famous silent scnools 
of the United St" .tes . I have often, in visiting them, b~en reminded of the 
pioneer Scotch teacher of Cincinnati-Alexander Kinmont-who nevel'would 
have a silent school. He said he wanted to educate his boys so that they 
could do business on a steamboat wharf. 
Under the subordinate for the room are girls and boys from twelve to fif-
teen years old called ' apprentices, who hear the small classes. They have 
passed certain elementary examinations successfully, and are chosen by merit 
for their positions. When they have, by success in teaching and continued 
study, become ready to enter the training schools, they are sent there to com-
plete a two years' course, and fitted for the full com~on school work. There 
are forty-one of these 
TRAINING SCHOOLS 
in England and Wales, in which near 4,000 apprentices are constantly in 
training. They tuus turn out near 2,000 teachers annually for their common 
schools. These pupil-teachers are supported, some by their own resources, 
and a limited meritorious number by funds appropriated for that object. _ A ' ' . 
summary of their training schools and work may be made up as follows; 
Number of Normal schools-
In England aod Wales . ........... . . . .................................. . ................. 4I 
In Scotland. . ... ................. . ... ....... . ....... ......... ......... ...... ... .... . ......... 5 
Number of Students in Training- ' . 
England and Wales ... ... ...... ......... ... .. ...... . ...... .... ........ ......... .. .... 3,080 
Scotland:..... .... . . ... ... .... ........ .. . . .... . ................ ........ .. . .... .. . ........ 755 
Teaching Staff-In Colleges, including Principal-In Practicing Schools. ' 
England and Wales ...................... · ....... .. . 322 " 57 
Scotland.... .............. . .. ...... .. .. ............... . 40 II 
The gross cost of the Normal schools in England and Wales amounts to ' 
£115,968, or $749.500 per year. The government contributes to payment of 
this amount £90,642, or $498,000, or more than one· half. 
The government allowance to each training college is at the rate of .£ 100, 
or $500, for a two-years' course for each young man, and £90, or $450, fot' 
each young woman . . 
In Scotland, the allowance of the government is at the same rate; but a 
weekly allowance is made to such as lodge out of 'the institution. 
The course of Noro>al scoool instruction comprises the following subjects; 
Males-Reading and repetitIOn from memory, penmanship, school manage-
men:, grammar and composition, geography,history, arithmetic, algebra and 
mensuration, geometry, economy, vocal music, drawing, langnages-includ-
ing Latin, French and German-and sciences. . 
Females.-Reading and repetition from memory, etc., as specified above, 
an.d, in addition, sewing and cutting out-domestic economy. 
Under the head of "domestic economy" may be considered the ' attention 
that may, be given to general housekeeping and preparing food at their board-
ing-ing house, while in Normal training, which I consider are important ele-
ments of instruction. Practical physiolo~y, health, ventilapon, etc., have a 
practical place in their training. 
~eedlework is a distinguishing feature of English schools. So many fe-
males are employed in factories that there is but little opportunity for family 
training in this domestic a~, and the need is supplied 'by fhe common school 
teachers. ' 
Moral instruction IS nqt attended to by a uniform. sy&tem. In some places. 
the pastors of different congregations come to the schools at specified hours 
and take each a class, and if there are not as many clergymen as classes, the 
teachers take the rest, and thus moral instruction can .go o,n simultaneously _ 
throughout the school. If any parent choses to withdraw his. chil~ from 
school during that hour, he can do so. ' 
In London and many other places the system is much mQre rational. They 
have a selection of well chosen Scripture texts, pro. erbs, prophecies, dCic-
trines, etc., witliout interpretation or comment, and require the teach,er. to de-
vote certain hours to the learning and recitation of these. These Scripture 
lessons are intended to PFesent plain Scripture truth to the child's mind in an 
undenominational way. It looks to me that, this feature of fheir work is 
worthy of respectful consideration. The state is interested in having God-
fearing, honest, conscientious citizens, that the work and t,reasures of the state · 
may be in safe hands, and its services faithfUlly performed. The child should 
be treated as the ' fl!.ther of the man. . ' 
I may add in reference to Normal training schools in England and,Scotland .• ' .: -;, 
that the wor)c mainly consists of practical teacjJ.ing; a large public school be_ ' 
ing associated with the ~raIning school, and the instruction from ,the primary 
to high·school is given by fhe Normahraining teachers. Ypw may think your- • 
selves in a sea of cluldnn of ~l grad~s;and in-a Jabr.ynth of 8cho~1.roomii" . 
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you pass through one of these institulions-a marked difference between them 
and Ame~can institutions of like ch'ar~ct er. 
The English educator'is surprised that we can in America adapt our schools 
to the w~nts of both rich and poor, and fit them for all grades of society. He 
thinks of little brats of bare feet and naked, red, cold arms in winter, and 
unwRShed clothes and faces sitting beside the n~at little girl and b )y frum a 
home of plenty. I often think of the comfurts and blessings of American 
society and of the mission of our common s~hools . May tneir work never 
be undervalued by the law maker ~r the tax-payer. 
CANT PHRASES. 
A PRACTICAL SKETCH. 
By Dr. J. H. Robinson. 
IT is a fact that cannot be disputed, that cant phrases have be-'come the order of the day. The English language literally 
groans beneath these expletives, which have grown out of the vul-
gar taste . They may be called moral excreseences, which should 
be excised by the hand of propriety. The mania for cant terms 
_ of expressiOIi' has spread far anq. wide, and infected 'Old and 
young, until there are but very few persons who can relate the 
most simple event, without interlarding the narration with phrases 
that must shock every t'ruly refined minq. 
This evil seems to be steadily on the increase, and one cannot 
walk the streets without hearing the most juv ~nile portion 
of .the community employing terms but ill adapted to their child-
ish lips. It is the duty of the press, and of parents, to endea-
vor t~ check this growing appetite for what is monstrous and un-
becoming. Elegance of language) as well as elegance of man· 
ners, is necessary to entitle any person to the distinctien of 
"lady," or "gentleman." 
We'admit that many persons of good sense, and of very good 
taste in many respects, have been betrayed into the habit ; but 
that furnishes 1:0 excuse for the contmuance, and does not go to 
.. prove that cant phrases are necessary or proper. 
So far from assisting to express an idea, and facilitate the pro-
cess of narration, or conversation, they actually have a contrary 
~ffec:: t, and render the process more slow and difficult, T hey are 
like extra weight placed upon a horse intended for speed, which 
weighs down and wearies the animal. The human speech should 
be noble and" dignified, and worthy to express the thoughts of 
immortal beings. Low i~eas are always attached to cant phrases 
, which must inevitably exercise a degrading influence upon the 
mind. Low conceptions are as detrimental to improvement, a..c; 
wet and heavy plumage to a bird that would take a loft}; flight. 
Those who would be really refined , fashionable, and elegant, 
" would do well to remember that in all works of fi ction truly val-
uable, it is only the coarse and vulgar who make use of low and 
-inelegant phra~es. The really good, learned, and polished are 
- made to employ chaste, simple, and elevated language, in order 
tha~ the contrast between the high and the low may be made 
strikingly apparent. It is intended by the author of such pro-
(iuctions, that' we should imitate the first, and sh.un the glaring 
defects of the second. 
To ili~strate, the cant phraseology of the day, we will take the 
liberty to in}roduce our readers to the Stout famity, which com· 
prises four persons-Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Stout,Josephine and 
Napoleon Stout. _ Josephine is old enough to excite some atten~ 
tion among the beaux, and Napoleon has reached that period in 
his existence, when he thjnks himself entitled to a "stand up" 
dickey of the most lofty preten,sions, bear's grease and cigars; 
and vhenhis heart beats fast at hearing the footsteps of some 
young miss, just emancipated from short clothes. 
Both Mr. and Mrs' Stout had been reared in an atmosphere of 
cant phrases; and they had inhaled it until they were fully and 
hopelessly impregnated with the malari a. . Their courtship, even, 
was conducted on cant principles; for, when. Mr. Stout asked 
his bride elect if she would "hook 011 for life," she promptly an-' 
swered that "she'd be blest ii she didn t!" When Josephine 
made her advent to bless the connubial state of the c~>uple, Mr. 
Timothy pronounced her a "trump," and Mrs. Timothy declar-
ed, with equal earnestness, that she " beat all creation." When 
Napoleon made his debut upon the stage of life, his male ' pro-
genitor called him a "roarer, " and his maternal parent averred 
that he was a "tearer." When both were old enough to play ' 
about the house, one was "up to snuff," the other was a "brick." 
.1:1 their juvenile disputes, Josephine branded Napoleon with the 
infamous epithet of "small potatoes;" the latter retorted smartly, 
and with equal seVerity, that she "didn't know beans." When , 
Napoleon was obstinate and obstreperous, his mother warned 
him that he "would catch it; " to which he finally learned to re-
ply, as his intellect expanded, with a.significant gesture well un-
derstood by fast young men, "over the left, old woman;" whicq 
unparalleled precocity pleased his father to such a degree, that, in 
the exuberance of admiration, he was impelled to make the im-
pressive remark that Napoleon "lVas hard to bea~;" this encour-
aged the lad so much that he instantly aSsumed an attitude ala 
Napoleon, and mildly recommended the senior Stout to "go it, 
boots !" 
We feel that we cannot better illustrate the subject before 
us, than by sub:oining the following conversation wb-ich trans-
pired a few days since in the Stout (amily. . 
"I declare to goodness ! I really think Mr. Rustle is making 
up to our J osephioe !" said Mrs . Stout, after the gentleman re-
ferred to had passed the previous evening at their house, stayin'~ 
to a later hour than usual. 
" Yo·..! 'd better believe it," rejoined the young lady, playfully. 
"You may bet high on that!' added Napoleon, who was in 
the act of lighting a real Havana. 
"How do you like the 'cut of his jib,' Timothy?" resumed Mrs. 
Stout, turning to her husband. 
. "I don't gr!!atly like his 'rig,' but Josephine thinks he's 'some,' " 
wasilie re~y. -
"Whether you like him or not, it's my opinion he'll make a 
'tip top' husband," continued the mother. 
'" Put Iter througll,' mother," said Josephine, blushing. 
., 'Go in. lemons!' " suggested Napoleon, smoking through 
his nose-a remark, by the way, so ambiguous that it certainly 
must have puzzled other parties to guess at his meaning; but in 
the pres en t case, it seemed to be invested with perfect lucidity. 
"Napoleon, I advise you to "shut your hopper!' ! elegantly re-
torted the young l'ady. 
Mr. Stout proceeded to inquire if Mr. Rustle was a man of 
property, and was assured by his befter-halfthat he had a "pock- · 
et full of ,rocks." . The husband and ,father then remarked to the 
effect that he had been more favorably impressed with Mr. Good-
win, a young farmer in the neighborhood, than with 'the gentle-
man under consideration; whereupon Miss' Stout manifested a ' 
different opinion on the subject, emphatic~lly declaring that he 
"couldn't com.e in.' , 
"He's over that way," iiaid his brother, making a gesture over 
~is shoulder, with his thumb. 
I -
" 
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We will not extend this conversation farther, for fear that we 
may weary the reader's patience by the repition of phrases so 
common. Suffice it to say that such expressions were dragged 
into almost every conversation in the Stout family. Their cant 
vocabulary appeared to be so extensive, that it comprised all the 
folly and stupidity of the pa;t and present; and, indeed, they 
seemed to entertain the idea, that to use such phrases skillfully 
and liberally, was an accomplishment. But this bliss of igno-
rance, or thoughtlessness, was finally interrupted by the visit of 
an old ~riend of Mrs. Stout, whom she had not seen for many 
years. 
Mr. Thompson was a man or strong good sense, and had the 
rare faculty of expressing himself in an appropriate and elegant 
. manner. A gentleman so accomplished could not remain long 
, in the family without being shocked; and he was perfectly as-
tounded at hearing, every hour, such an avalanche of coarse and 
unrefined forms of expression, which obviously originated among 
the lowest classes of people. 
Taking the liberty of 'an old acquaintance, lie ventured to 
remonstrate with M'r. and Mrs. Stout in regard to the impropri-
ety of such language. 
"You 'Vrong both yourselves and your children," he remarked; . 
"the latter are already imbued with ideas that ' associate them 
with the profligate and the vile, and which will forever prevent 
them from expressing themselves correctly." 
"Mercy on me, if I don't believe the gentleman is right !" 
exclaimed Mrs. Stout, "but I never thought of that subject in 
that light!" 
"The habit has been of such long standing, that it will be a 
terrible 'muss' to get out of," observed Mr. Stout, thoughtfully 
unconscious that he had employed a cant word, even when he 
meant to have spoken sincerely and to the point. 
'''But do your children use no such words ?" asked Mrs. Stout, 
earnestly. 
··"Never," resumed 1!r. Thompson. "Having been -properly 
taught the English language, tl~ey do not feel the need of such 
phrases; they regard them with as much repugnance as I do." 
"It beats the dickens!" added the lady, sentimentally. '~How 
strong the force of habit is. Now, I could easily leave off such 
things, but it would be different with husband and the children. 
'As true as I'm alive,' I don't think they ever could mend in 
that respect'!" 
"My eye! iou're 'cutting it fat,' mother!" exclaimed Napo-
le~n. "You've used two of 'em since you began to speak ." 
Mr. Thompson smiled and said: 
"Yes; yes, the force of habit t's strong, Mrs. Stout'." 
"There's ' no gettt'tlg round that," suggested the senior Stout. 
"My consct'ence, Mr. Thompson/' cried Miss Josephine, "I 
-h~pe.YQU don't think I'm addicted to language that I cannot 
leave off 'just as easy as nothing.' " 
"That's high," vocifierated Napoleon, exultingly. "The more 
you try the worse you make it! 'Jerusa!em pancakes!' yOJlr 
highfa1uft'tt stuff, common among the ,rnobs, ain't worth a copper I " 
"Bless me, Napoleon how vou do run on. I never heard the 
ilea/of you. " _ -
"I thank heaven!" exclaimed Mr. Thompson, emphatically, 
"that my children are not infected with this moral leprosy which 
disfigures human l~nguage, and detracts from the dignity of the 
human ~h<!-racter. My friend, I hope you will make a strong and 
long-continued elfort to repair the mischief which your eXample 
- has wrought. Be-never weary in this work of reform, and ever · 
bear it con~tantly in mind, that your children never can appear 
. to good advantage in elegant and refined society, until they can 
speak correctly; or, at least, in a manner not to offend ordinary 
good taste. There 3:re circles to which the slaves to such habits 
cannot by any means gain admission; because their influence 
would be deemed pernicious. I trust you will not be offended at 
my plain dealing, for I speak from the most disinterested of mo~ 
tives. Let Josephine and Napoleon visit me at the city, and I 
will do all I can to eradicate ideas so degrading, -and to instil ' 
others of so much more value, that they shall never regret the 
exchange. ' , 
In justice to the stout family, we will say that they did make 
some faint efforts to profit by the suggesti'ons of Mr. Thompson; 
but without any particular results. Mr. Stout resolutely declared, 
after a few trials, that he "couldn't come it;" Mrs. Stout endorsed 
this opinion, by adding that it was a "hard case," and Miss 
Josephine rendered the idea still stronger, by rejoining that ' it 
"was n't nothing else;" while the bold Napoleon concluded, 
finally, to "let her slide ; " so that no perceptible change tQok 
place in the Stout family. 
' SKULLS, BRAINS, AlVD SOULS. 
The weight of the brain has'often been held to be the criterion 
of the mind, though, apart from the want of confirmation ob-
tained by investigation, there are serious theoretical difficulties. 
The brain, whatever other functions it may have, is u~doubtedly 
a source of power supplied to the muscles, and we are ignorant 
to what extent the activity of the mllscular: system or the size 'of 
the body may influence that ofthe brain. We know that a ~us-
ele grows by judicious exercise; why, then, should not the brain, 
supplying it with the nerve 'force necessary for its incre~ed 
duties, elliarge pari passu 1 It may be doubtful whether we can 
prove that this is so. It is, I think, certain that we cannot prove 
that it is not so. Dr. LeBon, in a work to. which I shall refeI: -
again, has decided th.ilt the height of a person has an effect, 
tl).ough a very slight one, on the size 'of the brain. J He , 'fourid 
that the influence of the weight of the body is greater, but by 
no means sufficient to account for the variations of the brain. 
Another disturbing element is age. It has been estimated that 
after a rather uncertain date, say forty-five years, the brain grad! 
ually dwindles. Again, may not some wasting diseases preced-
ing death cause 'a shrinking of the organ; and may not other , 
p~thological changes lDcrease its density? All these sources of 
error must make us skeptical as to individual results, though, at , 
the'same time, we cann9t free ourselves from some ,sKare in the 
general belief that the weight of the brain is an ind(~x of the 
mind. 
The weight of the brains of numbers of known men, distin-
guished and otherwise, has Qeen cited for and against this theory. 
Cuvier is usually founp heading the lIst, with a b,rain weight of 
64'33 ounces. (The average for the male is between 49 and So.) 
One is struck with the apparent propriety that this v.ast intellect 
should have worked through a heavy brain. Within the last ten 
years, however~ a laborer has died in England, whose ,br~in , 
weighed 67 ounces. Of his history and habits little is ,known. 
Though intelligent for his:rank ,in life, he apparently gave no 
signs of fitness for a higher one. His most intellectual trait, if 
I remember rightly, was his fondness for reading newspapers, 
probably the only literature he could easily obtain. "Chill 
penury" may have "repressed his. noble rage," if he had any. 
He:: may. hav.e c been a "~ute, inglal'ious Milton." But wha 
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knows whether the sublime' imaginations of the poet betoken 
r,emarkable cerebral development? The late James Fiske, Jr., 
had a brain weighing 58 ounces, surpassing Daniel 'Webster, 
,Chauncy Wright, Dupaytren, and, a mathematician of the first 
rank. Indeed, all these, except Fiske, come after a man who 
from his second year was reckoned an idiot. A celebrated phi-
lologist is below the average, and a 'distinguished mineralogist 
much below it. In spite of many exceptions, however, we find 
distinguished men most numerous near the top of the list, and 
laborers, criminals, and idiots at , the other end of it.-Thomas 
Dwight'in Intemational Review for May. 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
WHEN r M A MAN. 
(For very Little, B oys.) 
[These recitations should be accompanied by appropriate actions,] 
1St B oy. 
2ttd Boy. 






When I'm a man, a man, 
I'll be a farmer, if I can,-and I can! 
I'll plough the ground, and the seed I'll sow; 
I'll reap the grain, and the grass I'll mow; 
I'll bind the sheaves, and I'll rake the hay, 
And pitch it up on the mow away,-
When I'm a man! 
When I'm a man, a man, 
I'll be a carp!:nter, if I can,-and I can! 
I'll plane like this, and I'll hammer so, 
And litis is the way the saw shall go. 
I'll make bird-houses, and sleds, and boats, 
And a ship that shall race every craft that floats,-
When I'm a Nan! 
When I'm a man, a man, 
A blacksmith I'll be, if I can,-and I can ! 
Clang! clang! clang! shall my anvil ring; 
And thfs is the way the blows I'll swing. 
I'll shoe your horse. sir, neat and tight, 
Then I'll trot 'round the square to see if it's right, 
When I'm a man! 
When I'm a man, a man, 
A mason I'll be, if I can,-and I can! 
I'll lay a brick this way, and lay one that; 
Then take my trowel and smooth them flat; 
Great chimneys I'll make. I think I'll be able 
To build one as high as the tower of Babel! 
When I'ni a man! 
When I'm a man, a man, 
I'll be a shoemaker, if I can, and I can ! 
I'll sit on a bench, with my last held so ! 
And ill alld out shall my needles go. 
I'll sew so strong that my work shall wear 
Till nothing is left but my stitches there ! 
When' I'm a man ! 
When I'm a·man, a man, 
A printer I'll be, if! can,-and I can! 
I'll make nice books, and perhaps you'll see 
Some of my work in the "The Nursery." 
I'll have the first reading! Oh, won't it be fun 
To read all the stories before they are done I 
When I'm a man ! 
Wh~n I'm a man, a man, 
A doctor I'll be, if I can,-and I can! 
My powders and pills shall be nice and sweet, 
And you shall have just what you like to eat. 
I'll prescribe for you riding, and sailing, and such; 
And, 'bove all thmgs, you never must study too much! 
When I'm a man! 
When I'm a man, a man, 
I'll be a' minister, if I can,-and I can I 
ADd once in a while a sermon ,I'll make 
That can keep little boys and girls awake. 
For, oh, dear me I if the ministers knew 
How glad we are when they do get through! 




When I'm a man, a ' lpan, " 
A teacher I'll be, if I can,-and I can! 
I'll sing to my scholars, fine stories I'll tell. 
I'll show them pictures, and,-well,-ah well, 
' They shall have some lcssons,-I s'pose they ought; 
But, oh, I !hall make them so very short! 
When I'm a man! , 
When I'm a man, a man, 
I'll be on 'the School Committee, if I can,-and I can! 
About once a week I'll go into school 
And say, "Miss Teacher, I've made a rule 
That boys and girls needs a great deal of plav. 
You may give these children a holiday!" 
When I'm a man! 
When I'm a man, a mall, 
I'll be President if I can, and I can! 
My uncles and aunts are a jolly set, 
And I'll have them all in my cabinet! , , 
I shall live in the White' House. I hope you all, 
When you hear I'm elected, will give me a call, 
When I'm a man ! 
All in C01tCert. When we are men, are men, 
I hope we shall do great things,-and theil, 
Whatever we do, this thing we say, ~ 
We'll do our work in the very best way . 
. And you shall see, if you know us then, 
We'll be good, and honest, and useful men. , 
When we are men'! M rs. M. B. C. Slade. -
A PROTEST. 
PLAIN TRUTHS FROM A SCHOOLGIRL. 
I am a schoolgirl. Of coulSe you think you know all' about me now; aud 
I don'~ wonder, for it seems to me as if everybody who had brains enough to 
write was scribblin' about us, and they all begin, "Everyone knows that the 
schoolgirl-" I think Ws horrid, especially as the very persons ,:",ho write 
with such a pretense of wisdom plainly show when they begin to talk to us 
that they don't understand us at all, and don't in the least cQmprehend our 
needs. Miss Pencille buys all their books, and puts them 10 the liberry, and ' 
she marks all the noospaper paragraphs and leaves them lyin' about for us to 
read, and sometimes when the lessons are too really awful we do get discou'-
aged, and read them. That's where Miss Pencille has the advantage,of a 
public school teacher, for if we were only in tne house long enough to recite 
a,nd study, the noospapers would be lost on us, but being boarders in, the' 
school, we read them. And such silly things! You never! Jest hear this: 
It is estimated that seventy-five per cent of the ill-health among schoolgiris 
may safely be asclibed tu late hours and careless dressing. Balls, parties, 
thin shoes and tight dresses injure our girls far more .than long lessons. 
There! What do y6u think of that? Per cent, indeed! That's a horrid' 
term that they use in th~ public schools, and they say that it narrows th'e 
minds of the scholars dreadfully, and hinders them from taking broad views. 
That's what Mias Pencille says about dates, and it's lucky for her that ~e 
does. I guess. she would have to discharge her old history teacher if she ex-
pect~d us to learn dates! IS'nt it a great deal Dlcer to remember all about 
poor Louis XV!., and how he learned to be a locksmith and wore lead Images 
of saints around his hat, and WM almost assassinated by a man, and tore him 
to pieces with wild horses, poor thing! and had a mayor of the palacc:, Hugh 
Capet, and how his father was called St. Louis, and how he was beheaded, 
than just to know when he' 'Yas born and when he died? It's comprehensive 
view's that we need. . -
Then, as ·for late hours, I'd just like to see the man that wrote ' that -para-
graph. I haven't be~n up later than one, more than half a dozen nights this 
season, and I would like to know what he expects. Of course, when there's 
anything goin' on. at home my mother sends for me, for although I'm board-
ing here for the 'susciety of some of the girls, there's no reason why I sho~ld' 
cut myself off from the fun at home, and~so about ,three times a week Robert 
"comes down with a note to Miss Pencille, and I'm off. Sometimes it's the 
theatre and sometimes it's a little dance, but I never know about it before-
haud, for my mother says that she won't have my attention taken from my 
studies. . , 
As for careless dressing, I wonder if that noospaper man had a wife or a 
sister or anything. Perhaps ifhe had, she wasn't in susciety, and he doesn't 
know anything abOut dress at all. Why we're jest as careful! Sometimes 
when I'm having 'a new dress made; I go to Mrs. Gilson's as muc1). as ten 
times, and 'if it's one bit wrinkled she has to altar it. ' And mother takes all 
the fashion magazines and papeq, herself, although, 9f course, its the dress-
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maker's busmess to read them for us, and we know every new thing that they 
have in the shops. In the afternoons when we girls are out wal~ing, we 
make it a point to drop in to see all the large shops at least once a week, and 
don't we always know all the new laces and ties, I wonder! Careless! I'd 
like to see that editor. I don't believe 'he knows enough to hire a good tai-
lor, much less select his own ties. 
As for balls, what does he mean? How can a ball injure your health? 
You don't have to try your eyes with bad print, nor to cramp your shoulders, 
bending over a desk, nor to evertask your brain with figures and 'diagrams and 
such things. All you've got to do is to dance and look pretty, and that's real 
refreshin'. I'm sure after studying three long hours in the morning it.. rests 
me to dance in the evening, and I can bear the horrid lessons the next day 
pretty well, provided I can get a chance to write to some of the girls and tell 
them who my partners were. And 1 should like to know what there is 
against parties. You must keep up your place in susciety, and after Edith 
Genio's mother gives her a birthday party, of course my mother has to give 
me one, and the other girls' mothers have to do the same, and then you have 
to keep up the Christmas spirit, as our pastor says, and how are you going to 
show your grounds in the summer without lawn parties? 
Thin shoes don't hurt you, unless you stand too long in the hall waiting 
for your carr.aige, or go roaming about the grass between dances, and you 
- don't do that often enough to be worth mentioning, and I never wore a tight 
dress in my Ilfe, and very few of the girls do. I can take quite a long breath 
even in 'my last ball dress, which is glovefitting, and the idea of saying that 
those things hurt us no more than long lessons is horrid. Why, I've had 
lessons so long that the very thought of learning them discou'aged me, and 1 
never touched them, but said "not prepared," and Miss Pencille had to let it 
go. My public school teacher, when 1 was a little girl, used to put me down 
when I .didn't know my lessons, and let me sit in another room until 1 caught 
up with the c\ass, and once, when we had company staying at the, house for a 
fortnight, and 1 was really too busy to study, the principal put me down, and 
told me that I was to stay down, unless I could work up at home. PAa went 
up to see him and asked him if he couldn't pusselve the necessity of my at-
tending to my social dooties, a~d he was saucy, and compared me to a girl in 
my class, a mere nobody who had nothing to do but study, and so they sent 
me to Miss Pencille, and if Paa ever gets on the school committee,l guess 
that man will be sorry. He ought to st'e the difference in people . . 1 hate a 
public school ·anyway. They're always correcting your pernunciation as if' 
the pernuciation that you git in susciety wasn't better than any that you could 
learn from a teacher who your mother would'nt ask to parties. Buhsides, as 
Pita says, it isn't pernunciation that's wantid, it's duhportment, and how much 
duhportment can you git in a school where they don't have a- dancing master 
and make' you ~poil your dresses with gymnastics. 
There's no putting down at Miss Pencille's, but the nUlnber of things that 
you are' expected to learn is awful, and if we had reports, I don't know what 
1 should do Miss Pencille says that giving credits and reckoning up marks 
and giving prizes sti~ulates the aID bition, wfiich is an unholy passion, and she 
trusts to our honor and self respect. It's a great deal the best way; nobody 
knows at the end of the year whether youv'e learned anyth~ng, and we all 
have a part in the exhibition, and have lovely times. Still; we have as many as 
seven or eight studies to manage at a time, and only three hours to recite and 
two hours to' study in. 1 guess if that editor had to turn his mind to seven 
things in three hours he would fi~d out whether it was thin shoes and tight 
dresses that hurt our health. I often think that there's nobody knows what 
real work is, if we don't. 
The books about schoolgirls are worse than the ,papers, but then we never 
really· read them, but skip here and there and tell each other the funny parts. 
They all say "Study, ~tudy! "as it your only duty was to learn thin~, and 
they preach about plain dress as if there was any sense in going about looking 
like a fright, and they want you to git np at six, and go to bed at nine, and 
take long walks into the country, and go without candy, and all sorts of 
horrid things. 1 guess if they had to get long lessons like us, they would see 
the need of candy. I had to eat half a pound of caramel once to get a 
French verb into my head, and it did'nt stay then, and nothing but jelly 
chocolates will lake me through a composition. Som~ girls can get along on 
'nuts, but I really need candy. Getting up ear~y is nonsense, of course; if 
you get into school at nine o'clock and your hair looks nice, whose business 
is 1t if you have dressed in twenty minutes, and haven't eaten any breakfast? 
I'm sure, when you have. had a late supper, and have those awful lessons to 
thinK about, you can't be expected to have much appetite. . Going to bed 
early, is simply impossible, and how are you going to take country walks ~ith 
all your shopping to <'.o? If somebody will only write a book telling us how I 
to learn our lessons without any trouble, so that we can attend to our other 
dooties in peace, we would all like it; but until then we shall jest despise the 
authors and editors. They don't comprehend our nachers.-Bosto" Ertni1lg 
Tra"script. 
"NO BOARDING SCHOOLS." 
To theEditors of the Weeklv: 
While I heartily endorl?e your views. upon the evils 01 cramming for exam-
inations, and thank you for the timely warnings you give against the "forcing 
process" in school, I must by the privilege of protesting against one "prac- . 
tical" conclusion that you announce in your leader for April 22, viz., "No 
boarding schools wh~re they can possibly be avoided." You intimate that pu-
pils in such schools are "rushed through" a multiplicity of .studies to justify 
the high tuition that is charged. This is the only reason assigned for your 
objection to them, in this connection. 
I respectfully submit that your conclusion is not well founded. For many 
years I have been engaged in teaching and conducting schools of this kind, 
and have been intimately acquainted with boarding schools of various ,names 
and grades. So far as my knowledge and experience extend such schools are 
preferred by those who are able to pay the "high tuition," not because the ' 
pupils are recklessly hurried through a pretentious course, but because espe-
cial attention is given to their health and habits. In such schools, as a rule, .. 
every possible provision is made to guard against the very evil which you con-
demn. The strength and condition of each pupil are considered, and the 
work is adapted to the individual. Competent supervision is provided, not 
only for the studies, but also for the sanitary treatment of each. There are 
regulations not not only for recitation but also for exe~cise . Regular hours of 
rest, regular diet, regular recreation, are all secured, as well as regular study. 
Every manager of a boarding school soon learns that his patrons are farmore 
concerned for the health of their children than for their "standing" and grad-
uation. To secure the latter at the expense of the former would be a speedy 
ruin to any enterprise that depends upon "high tuition" to pay expenses. This 
class of the community are not likely to pay an executioner for the deep dam-
nation of the taking off to which you refer. 
But how is it with the C1graded schools ?" What rc;ference can be had, in 
them, to the individual? What responsibility has the teacher for the health 
of the pupils? None, of course. The iron mechanism of the grade must be 1 
maintained. The pupil must be made to fit the .:ourse, and the w~k 011111 
must fall back'or go under. They live at home, and the home is responsible 
for their health. The cO!lditions of the home may be never so unfavorable 
to health, t~e teacher cannot control them. He cannot make any allowance 
for them. His simple duty is to insist upon the standard of his "grade." He 
is at a tremendous disadvantage. and though he work faithfully and wisely, 
he must often be forced to wish that he had. all his pupils in a "boarding 
school," where he could control their time, and their habits. 
These, Mr. Editor, I believe to be facts. 1 will not trespass upon your 
time and space to. make an exhaustive' argument in favor of boarding schools, 
but leave it to you and your readers to say, which~ in the nature of the case ... 
is most likely to result in a sound body,-the system that gives the teacher 
full control of the time and habits of the pupil, or that which imposes upon \ 
him the securing of a certain ampunt of mental work, regardless of the ca- • 
pacity of the pupil and of the conditions of his home life? 
·1 do not mean to disparage the work a,nd usefulness of the pnblic schools. ' 
They are a necessity. I protest only against the "practical" conclusion which 
you have announced, that we should' have .ono boarding schools' when they ' 
can poss,ibly be avoided." My advice would be, "Let us have them when we ' 
can afford them." L. 
The boy stood on the back yard fence and all but him had fled, the flam~ 
that lit his father's bam shone jUlt above the shed. One bunch of crackers~ 
in his hands, two others in his hat, with piteous accents loud he cried, "F 
never thought of that!" A bunch of crackers to the tail of one small dog 
he'd tied; ' the dog in anguish sought the barn and mid its ruins died: The 
sparks flew wide and red and not, they lit upon that brat; they fired the ' 
crackers in his hand and 'eke those in his hat. Then came a burst of ~ttling 
sound-:-the boy I Where was he gone? Ask of th!! winds that far around 
strewed bits of meat and bone, and scraps of clothes and balls and to~ and 
nails and hooks alid yam, the relics of the dreadful boy that burned his fath~ 
ers barn.-Springfield Union;-
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THE STATES. 
MICHIGAN.-Dr. J. B. Angell's paper, "Reflex Action of Teacher's Work," 
as delivered in Toledo, is spoken of as a masterly effort, and a feast of good 
things to those who heard. Prof. Avp.ry's discussion is said to have been 
unique. 
The Lansing R~publican of April 28 has this item: "The MichIgan n~ws 
items appearing in the Chicago-EDucATIONAL WEEKLY, which are not copied 
.from the R~publica1t, usually are in reference to matters round and about the 
vidnity of Cedar Springs." Mr. Geogre deserves the thanks of every teacher 
• in Michigan for the interest he has taken in educational matters. Neither he 
nor any other true man can afford to make discourteous f1iQgs, or state a 
_ seeming truth to the detriment of any honest worker. . 
The teachers generally, and all the friend, of education, will sympathize 
deeply with Prof. Kedzie in the death of his son, W. D. Kedzie, late Pro· 
fessor of chemistry in Oberlin College. He was twenty-eight years "Of age, 
and gave promise of rare attainments in his line. \ 
Miss Lydia Brooks, a recent graduate of Miss Ross' Ktndergarten Normal, 
• Columbus, Ohio, has been employ~d at Ionia and gives promise of making a 
fine success in her work. 
Miss Stella A. Morehouse, Portland, is a graduate of the same school, 
· possesses rare attainments as a teache" a nd has given Michigan teachers 
some true ideas concerning the child life, and how to educate it. MISS More· 
house is only resting at home a short time, when she expects to resume the 
work again. The WEEKLY bids her a God-.;peed and a deserved success. 
Ionia County is wide awake in an educational hne and wll) hold an Asso· 
ciation May 7 and 8" 
, Timothy F. Sweeny, of Deerfield, Livingston C~unty, Super'intendent of , 
"'s'c~ools, has an article in the , Livingston County Republican which has the 
right ring. He had .been accused of malfrasance in office, by the school in-
spector, and defends himself right royally, clinching all position3 with the 
law and the testimony in a Pauline manner. 
Will thc Pontiac Bil! Poster gIVe us some educational items cuncerning 
• the very excellent schools of that city and county? , 
President Angell has not yet been notified as to when h,e will be expected 
to start for c;hina. He contemplates remaining in California for a few days 
to familiarize himself with the views of people there on the Chinese question. 
He has been invited to give the commencement address at California Univer-
'sity on June 2nd. ' 
Sheehan & Co. have just published a "Syllabus of the courses of lectures 
and instru<:tion in general geology, (with 6,000 references to sources of infor-
mation)," byProf. Alex. Win$:hell. The syllabus is a pamphlet of lIS pages 
and ,waspril1ted at the R~gister office. ' 
. It..L1NOIS.-Educational matters at Springfield are moving. along finely. 
'rhe Dbard of edu~ation 'is entirely out of debt. S~me ' of. the ward schools 
. ·are overcrowded, and two new school-houses are talked of; they will prob~­
bly be erected the c~ming 'year. The high school is in- excellent trim; the 
graduates this year will number 20. The introduction of singing into this 
school is a new feature and is proving of great interest. 
Supt. Carter of Peru is to address the people of Tiskilwa at their high 
_school commencement June IS. ' 
' The Highland Pllblic schools, on the eve of April 24, gradullted a class of 
six scholars: five ladies and one gentleman. Beside. sundry exercises suita-
.ple to the occasion, an, excellent address on" After school, what?" was de-
' liyered by Mr. W. E. Lehr, principal of Marine schools. '/ 
• The financial agent of the Paxton Collegiate and Normol Institute has se-
cq~ed the funds necessary for the new building. We c<.lngratulatt: President 
Taylor on the success of the enterprise. 
, J. F. Leonard, a former Normal student,-leaves his position at Oconee to 
take up the study of law at Bloomington. 
Recently an article in a Sycamore paper stated that the schools of DeKalb 
county do not prepare students for college. Supt. Graham says that this is not 
' true of the s*ool in the village of peK~lb. Mr. Graham i, principal of this 
_school and ought to know. ' , 
We are sorry that 'failing eyes compel so enthusiastic a work-er as D. R. 
Hatch of Perry to retire from the profession. 
'Fhe Monticello Bulll!tin h3.3 a lively scholl column conducted by Miss 
Reed and Messrs. Clendenen and Humphreys. 
I. E. Brown, FrinciPai of Decatur high school, resigns at the close of the 
. ~ ... , 
present year, to accept a position with headquarters at Chicago as State Secre' 
tary of the Young Men's Christ jan Associaton. 
Supt. Krape of Stephenson county will hold a four weeks institute begin-
ning about the middle of July. He will be assisted in teaching by Geo .. E. 
Knepper of Peoria and C. O. Knepper of Tiffin, Ohio. . 
Mrs. A. E. Sanford, formerly of Bloomington, is the only teacher now em·, 
ployed in Tolono township' high school. Her work closes with April. 
B. F. Sippy, the energetic and efficient Supt. of Madison county, has been' _ 
quite busy for some time visiting the various schools under his charge. He 
reports that, witb few exceptions, he finds the teachers earnestly engaged in 
their work and endeavoring to briug the schools up to the higher standard. 
Breau county will hav'e a two weeks' institute this summer. Particular . 
in the f ut ure. 
Mr. C. C. Crawl, a graduate 01 Peoria Normal, 'has closed his year's work 
as principal of Milton Junction, Wis., and retU\'1l6 for the summer to the 
sucker, state. 
The high sch?ols at Kankakee, Oak Park, Rochelle"Marengo, an~ Chicago 
have been placed on the accredited list at the State University. 
Prin. F. Y. Hamilton sends the WEEKLY a Catalog of Books in the Sheri-
dan School Library, numbering 302 vol umes. The Library was opened in 
April, 1879. Most of the books have been procured by private donations and 
entertainments given by the school. The average circulation per week since 
the opening of the Library bas been fi 'ly. Any person living within the 
district may draw books. Tbe Libra]y is open for the exchange of books 
'only at a certain hour on Friday afternoons. 
IOwA.-The M,lson City public schools, A. C, Hart, Principal, opened 
finely this term, with an average attendance of about 450. Next year a new 
school bUilding wi,ll probably be 'needed to accommodate the insreased popu-
l;tion on the south side. 
The graduating exercises of the Indianola high school took place las~ Fri-
day evening. Eleven students received diplomas. President E. L . Parks, 
of Simpson College, addressed the class. Supt. Cotton and the high school 
teachers' have reason to be proud of this class. 
The Washington public schools enrolled 607 pupils last month, The ,aver-
age attendance was 569, and 441 were neither ab;ent I).or tardy . There were 
only two cases of tardiness in all the rooms. That is a r<:c ord of punctuality 
tha t speaks for itself. r! 
The Iowa City Press says that only a rule of the association prevent(od 
what would have been a genuine sensation at the recent high school c.>ntest. 
Robert Ross, a negro lad, outranked the DesMoines sc~ool and would have 
been sent as its representative but the rule spoken of requires a contestant to 
be carrying three h.igh s~hool stlldies. Robert carries but two. His subject 
was Wendell Phillips' stirring eulogy on Toussaint L'Ouverture, the negro 
general and liberator of Hayti. 
Montezuma, Dunlap, Belle Plaine, Pomeroy, Albia, Carroll, and Osceola 
will build new school houses this season. 
C. R. Millington is his name, .and Independence is his post office address • 
He ~anls some one to take the affirmative in a public d"ebate on this question ': -
"Reso!v~d, That in the course of study for the public schools of Independ-
ence, Iowa, and in the public schpols of like cities, Latm should be included 
as an essential branch, and shou Id be taught at the expense of the public" . 
The Independence Bul!l!tin gives the anxious candidate for forensic hono~ 
the following rousing introduction: 
"Millington is not a pronounced success as a writer, for in that field trick-, 
ery and evasion are too easily smoked out: But he is hefty in a forensic effort 
-we infer this from the legal airs he puts on, and not from the testimony of 
anybody ",h., bas discovered it-and probably hopes thus to win back the 
laurels lost by·the pen." 
The West Hill DesMoines public schools gave two enterta inments ih dec 
lamations, recitations, and dialogs last week. The proceeds will be applied to 
the purchace of an encyclopedia for the use of the school. ' 
Prof. C. P. Rogers will be the conductor of the Marshall County Normal 
Institute. That appointment means a first.c1ass ·institute. . 
The students of Denmark academy will repeat the Shakesperian anniver-
sary ente~tainment this week. " . 
The pupils of the State Centre school, assisted ' by that ex«ellent. teacher, 
Miss Lucy Curtis, organized and maintained a splendid literary society last . 
winter. 
Miss Menza Rosecrans, of Sig':lUrney, read a paper before the district su-
perint~ndc;nts' convention at Mt. Pleasant on "Tile Coming American.'" The 
MI. PI~asaut journal, which prints the article, says: "It is the ' clearest: 
headed production we have ever readirom the pen o~ any ~oman." 
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Prof. Robert Graham, of Oshkosh, Wis., a gentleman who is at the head 0 
educational interests in his own state, and who is well known in Iowa, will 
conduct the Cedar County Institute. MIss Lucy Curtis and Mr. O. C. Scott, 
teachers of varied experience anj ripe scholarship will assist in the work. 
Sterling old Cedar, under the wise supervision of Miss Frin~, county Supt., is 
taking a foremost place among Iowa counties in all that pertains to good 
school work. 
Mr, A. P. Hargrave has accepted the principalship of the schools of Colum · . 
bus Junction. 
The Keosauque Training and Select school has an attendance of 140 stu-
dents. Classes have been formed in all the common schO'l1 branches, and in 
- many of the high school studies. I • 
John N. Rogers, president of thl! Davenport school ' board, delivered a 
course of lectures to the University law class last week. Mr. R . is accom-
plished in legal literature. 
Statl! Normalltems:-Pres Gilchrist has been planting sh \de trees and im-
proving the grounds gencrally.-Prof. Wright's Botany class is energetic in 
pursuit of specimens.-Prof. Hull is instructing his classes in regard to the 
process of .nominating ' presidents.-The boys of tno! Normal are rapidly be· 
coming skillful base ballists.-The Board of Trustees visited the Normal a 
short time ago, and found everything in eXcellent condition.-The attendance 
is l;lrge .his term. 
WISCONSIN.-By the marriage of Miss Alice Meadows, a vacancy ·was 
created in the Janesville high school, which Miss Nellie Noyes, of White-
water bas consented to fill. Her place in the Whitewater school, is taken by 
Miss Mather, and Miss Anna Hempel fills the vacancy occasioned on the ' 
east side. 
MINNESOTA.- Prof. Searing, who has been tendered the appointment of ' 
Principal of the Mankato normal >chool, is in the meridian of his manhood, 
and is a gentleman of such culture and ripe scholarship, and so distinctively 
an educationalist by profession and ambition, that his qualifications for the 
call cannot be doubted. He was twice e ~ ected Superintendent of the public 
schools of Wisconsin, solely upon the ground of merit and apart from all 
political considerations wl~atever. He h~ long been Professor of Greek and 
Latin at the College of Milton, Wisconslll, and IS the autho' of several clas-
sical text-books. 
tic with appendix for written work, Parker's Exercises in English Composi-
tion, by James H. Hamilton, M. D., and Gilbert's Introductory and Graded 
Spellers. 
Of Greenleaf's Arithmetics not much need be said. Everybody who knows 
mathematics knows that for nearly half a century they have held a prominent 
and enviable place among school text-books, and are to' day regarded as sec-
ond to none by the best teachers. Greenleaf's National Aritlunptic was first 
published forty-.ix years ago. The Elementary and Pra("tical Arithmetic are 
works of a more recent date, and are written on the most approved plan of . 
tne times,-they are inductive, analytical, and thorough. The Practical • 
Arithmetic is particularly strong and satisfactory as a school text.-book. It 
is comprehensive, thorough, practical, 'and scientific. Its treatment of busi-
ness arithmetic is particularly full and' satisfactory. It will pay any teacher. 
to send forty cents to Mr. Beede for a copy-the book is furnish!d at thi~ t 
price for examination. 
The New University A'gebra is highly endorsed by the mathematical de-
partments of Amherst AgricultUlal College, Tuft's College, Lawrence Univer-
sity, Mass. Institute of. Technology, Rutgers College, St .. Mary'S College, 
Marietta College, Iowa College, Illinois Wesleyan Univer~ity, Knox (Jllliege, 
Lombard University, and by prominent school principals in' all parti of the 
country. 
Pal ker's Exercise in English CompOSItion is arJother _ school book which 
has been in use for many years, but the revised edition by Dr. Hamilton is 
substantially a new work on the same general plan: It is remarkably well 
graded, and unusually mteresting to the student, a consideration of no slight 
importance in connection' with that subject. 
Hut this sketch must not be extended any farther; there are other houses, 
which have a larger list uf books, and it will be impossible to refer to them 
all in detail. We believe in encouraging and courting the younger and grow-
ing agencies, and we are informed that the success of R . S. Davis & Co. in 
the West is much greater than they had anticipated. When western teachers 
once get sight of Greenleaf's : Mathematics they will .be sure to .remember 
them; and get the books at the first opportunity. 
THE RECESS. 
-Hood called the slamming of a door by a person in a passion ha wooden 
oath." 
r AMONG THE BOOK AGENTS, NO I. -"Too muchee ~rl" was what the timid Chinaman said, as he dined the 
" other day at Mt. Holyoke seminary. 
ROBERT S. DAVIS & Co, Boston. 
The book agents are a tribe whose f; iendship is worth procur.ing. They 
are of a toving disposition-predatory, and dangerous as enemies. /l.s friends 
they can do more for a "feller" than anyone living. The WEEKLY appreci-
ates ·these facls and. is going to write the gentlemen up. As a rule it will 
probably be inclined to praise. It is more like businl!ss. Besides, it is always 
"better (and ~afer) to praise than to censure. But the WEEKLY will of course 
tell the II uth. It knows the whole tribe. It has felt the warm breath of every 
one of them as circumstances have brought them in ·close contact. But it 
never trembled with fear. It loves them all, and they know it; and yet it has 
. b~en disappointed in some of them. The fondest hopes have been built up-
on what were regarded as the best foundations, but said h~pes have not yet 
been fuUy realized. There is no certainty that they ever will be. It is not 
necessary to state what those hopes are. 
But there is no need of further preliminaries. We intend to approach this 
business cautiously, touching the outskirts first; arid therefore have deci<led 
to introduce to our readers the enterprisinglhouse. of R. S. Davis & Co., of 
Boston. Their agency is at Dubuque, Iowa. They came west about two 
years ago, but every indication assures us that they have COlnl! to stay. Mr. 
S. E. Beede, who has. had charge of their agency since its establishlTlent, is 
"a gentleman and a scholar." We know this from personal acquaintance, 
and because we find his name 10 the list of those who hold State Certificates 
from Illinois. Mr. Heede's headquarters have been at Keokuk until recently; 
where he was previously. principal of one of the public scb'lols for several 
years. He knows Iowa by heart and is a welcome guest in the school of every 
principal. His books are Greenleaf's new:mat,hematical series-the New Pri-
mary, Elementary, and Practical Arithmetic, Elementary Algebra, Hi2;her 
A:lgebra, Shorter Course in Geometry, Elements of Geometry, and Elements 
of Trilt.onometry -Wells' Logarithms with practical applications to accompany' 
Greenleaf's Mathematical series, Greenleaf's Manual of Intellectual Arithme-
-When you find the larks-pur in the country it may be sl1fe to judge the 
cat-tl ego to the fields. 
-When you get in stocks for the winter,remember you cannot wear the 
hoes you dug the potatoes with. 
-Your wife may baste the chicken, but you will have to sow the crop, 
yourself . 
-"If I hit yer," said, one small boy to another, "yer'll be us'in' yerself fe~ 
snuff tei- morrer.- WOI'ctster Gazelle. . 
-The selltiment of cheese is astronomical, for when forced to expression it 
gives the milkey whey . 
-Counsel occasioually are a little unintelligible, as when one asked, "Mr • . 
Witness, where were you when you saw the whistle sound 7'" And anot-her: 
"How did he seem to get out of that wago.n-of his own accortl.;or jumPed 
out, or voluntarily, or how 7" , 
-UNWHOLESOME AlD.-An exchange, in protesting against the habit .of 
unduly aiding children,. says, "A girl that is never allowed to sew, all Of 
whose clothes are made for ber and put on her until she is ten, twelve, fiftec;n· 
or elghtee~ years of age, is spoiled. The mother has spoiled her by doing 
everythi.ng for her. -
"The true idea-of self-restraint is to let . the child venture. A c,hild's mis-
takes are often better than no mistakes, because when a child-makes mi~ta.kes 
and has to correct them, it is on the way towards knowing something. . 
"A child that is waked up every m~rning, and never wakes himself-up; 
and is dressed, and never makes mistakes in dressing himself; and is washed, 
and never makes mistakes about being clean; and is fed, and has nothing to 
do with its food; and is wa~ched, and never watches himself; and is cared 
{or, and kept all day from doing wrong-such a child might as well be a 
tallow candle, perfectly straight, and solid, and comely, and unvital, and 
good {or nothing but to be burned up." 
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-It was notice~ recently that a lady who lost her husband and two child-
ren scarcely shed a tear. When she saw Jefferson play Rip Van Winkle she 
cried in all the pathetic. parts. .'~rurning to a friend she remarked: "And still 
they say I have no heart." 
-"I wish I was worth a million of dollars," said a gentleman. "What 
good would it do you, for, you don't spend your present income?" inquired 
a friend. "Oh, I could be economical on a larger scale." 
-A philosopher, like all philosophers, was poor. At times he was hungry, 
at all times he was ragged. He offered to a Pasha to teach his donkey to 
read in fiye years. But during the difficult task h'e was to be clothed in pUl· 
pie and fine linen, fed on the best and lodged in a palace. If he failed the 
penalty was .death. One day an old friend met him leading forth the donkey 
to the grOve where lessons were supposed to be given, and he said, "surely 
yolJ. do not expect that ass to read?" The philosopher, putting hiS thumb to 
his nose, winked one of his learned eyes and said nothing. "But," continued 
the friend, "If you fail at the end of five years, you will surely be strangled." 
"My friend," res,Ponded the philosopher, "you forget that in that time the ass 
~~ -
THE HOME. 
THE PO WER OF MUSiC. 
How sweet the. moonlight sleeps upon this bank, 
Here will we sit and let the sounds of music 
Creep in our ears; soft stillness, and the night, 
Become the touches of sweet harmony. 
Sit, Jessica; Look, how the floor of heaven 
Is thick inlaid with patens of briiht gold; 
There's not the smallest orb which thou behold'st, 
But ·in his motion like an angel sings, 
Still choiring to the young· eyed cherubims: 
Such harmony is in immortal souls: 
But whilst this muddy vesture of decay 
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it. 
• • * * * '. 
We are never merry when we hear sweet music. 
The reason is, our spirits are attentive: 
For do but note a wild and wanton herd, 
Or race of youthful and unhandled colts, 
Fetching mad bounds, bellowing, and neighing loud, 
Which is the hot condition of their blood-
, If they but hear, perchance, a trumpet sound, 
Or any air of'music touch their ears, 
You shall perceive them make a mutual stand, 
Their savage eyes turned to a modest gaze 
By the sweet power of music. There{ore, the'poet 
Did feign that Orpheus drew trees, stones, floods; 
Since naught so stockish, hard, and full of rage, 
But music for the time doth change his nature. 
The man that hath no music in himself, 
Nor is not mov'd with concord of sweet sounds 
Is fit for treason, stratagems, and spoils; " 
The motions of his spirit are as dull as night, 
And his affections dark as Erebu8; 
Let no such man be trusted. 
(Written for the EDUCATIONAL WBBKLV,) 
MRS. A-HEM'S! CARl!fAGE. 
By TARPLEY STAllR, Virginia. 
_,-Sltaksjtare. 
(Probably this is the proverbial Mrs. -'s carriage that so often "stops the way,") 
Madam PRIDE and GOOD SENSE met together one day, 
Not often they met face to face; 
Be sure when they did, it was just in this way-
Both afoot and in a low place. 
They talked of some commonplace things, one or· two-
But of nothing with gusto or glee, 
For few were the subj'ects, alas;-very few 
On which these two Dames could agree. 
After a while Madam Pride remarked with more zest 
"By tlieway,-do you like my new bonnet?" 
"I think," said Good Sense, "'tis a poor head at best 
"That thinks most o,f what is "101'-;/1" 
Yet Pride, unrebuked" vaunted clothes not the less, 
(And when subjects nm low 'twas her rule.) 
''If a woman can talk of no/kine /Jut drtss, 
"~I think," said Good Sene; ,"S~e's a (001." 
, Madam Pride on the clotlustine felt always at ease, 
Her wit held this joke fair enough, 
"Well! let ME have all the fine clothes if you please, 
"Then' be sure YOU may have all :he laugh !" 
"And then, I've abouse," Mrs. Pride remarked next,-
"It's elegant !-fumished all through." 
"Better furnished, My Dear-if you would not feel vexed, 
And allow me, to say,-witltout you!" 
Thus they kept up their battledore game in this way, 
'Twas hard to say which was the catch. 
At last they came round to the theme of the day-
Which should btat at tluir great Watlli1zg .Matcfl? , 
A prize ha<;l been offered by Mrs. A-hem! 
Who had a palatial fine place. 
A prize to these two. But who got there the last 
Would find the door shut in. her face. 
Now Pride and this Mrs. A-hem! as was shown 
Had been cronies this many a liay. , 
Ah! could honest Good Sense but only have known 
The cute trick they meant now to play! 
'Twas just at this moment-they squared themselves square, 
Foot to foot, hand to hand-even claim; 
'(For who got there first was to live, mind! for aye, 
At this fine home of Mrs. A-hem!) 
"One-two-" Here a GRAND CARRIAGE full ~n them flashed-
Pride knew who was seeking to find her! ' 
So she whipped herself iu-and away they both dashed, 
Each leaving GOOD SENSE far behind her. 
"MANA GING" HUSBANDS. 
"How do you manage him?" This is the question that we 
heard asked of one of the "dearest and best" of wives, who was . 
conspicuously happy in her domestic relations. "Ah!" she said, 
,with a merry twinkle in her soft eyes, "the best way to manage 
a husband is not to manage him." We were struck with tfie 
subtle wisdom of the ~eeming parodox. The l!:.verage man, high 
Or low, is a good deal of a pig in one particular) the way to make 
him go' north is to try to drive him to the south. He is also li~e 
the horse. You cim coax him to you with corn in the measure; 
but if you leave out the corn too many times he is the deafest, 
blindest, and most absolutely independent of animals. He may 
let you get very near to him, but it is only for his own diversion. 
Just as ypu are going to slip the halter on, up fly his heels and 
away he goes! There should be but one will with a married 
couple who are truly mated, and that should be the will of-both. 
To those who know the sweet authority of love, this will not seem 
like another parodox. We have known couples-not so many' 
as we could wish !-both of whom ,could truthfully say, after a 
dozen or ,twenty, years' walking of the long path together, that 
they had had their own way; because the necessary mutual yie~d­
ing had been done so , ~heerfully and so wholly that but the one 
way remained. There is a certain sort of strong-headed, blun-
dering, self· willed fellow-good enough at heart, but with mighty _ 
queer ways of Showing it sometimes-who undoubtedly needs 
"managing" in the feminine sense. The recipe for this-as old 
as Eve-we should be presumptuous to attempt to tell any wo-
man possessed of the slightest knowledge of men. But for those 
who have not, we will rep-eat (hat it is simply cajoling them into' 
the belief that they are having their own ', way, when it is your 
way all the time. (Husbands are requested not to analyze and 
apply this too closely). The o}leratil)n is a really neces~ary one 
at times 'and it leaves everybody happy,-a.sort of matrimonial 
ether, producing a blessed unconsciousness, in which ,the pain of 
"giving up" is not felt! Some of the more direct methods of 
managing husbands may' be mentioned, if it can be done without -
gettiDg preachy. "Keep him in ' love with you" is the first in-
'junction to a wife who asks such a question. When that caa De 
done, all the rest follows.' How it.c~n be'done we do not know; 
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you ought to, if you know what he loved you for in t1::le first 
place. We do not mean simply faithful, and provident, and 
kind,-but loving, with all the world of meaning which that v~ry 
word of God contains. It cannot always be done ; for many 
men are selfish, sensual, de~ilish, and more yet are careless and 
unstable. But the good and true men who love their wives are 
easily manageable in all reasonable directions." Uniform good 
nature and loving service will make a company of street gamins 
tractable. Good-tempered persistence will wear away the rock 
of a criminal's persistency or indifference. Kindness will pro-
pitiate a lion. Devotion will inspire respect in the Dreast of a 
savage. Tact will supplement talent in swaying a state 'or lead-
ing the world. And above and in all, and stronger than all, is 
love,-"the- impelling force of life." If, with this equipment, 
a woman can't manage her husband, she had better let him man-
age her, or devote herself to other fields of effort.-~elecfed. 
killed unless somebody wants' em. Here's the biggest one ; you 
may have him." 
: [M ay be read to the chIldren.] 
"Thank you," said Tommy. 
When he went into the house, Mrs. Blake was just going down ' 
cellar. Tommy made known his errand. 
" Are you in any hurry?" 
"Oh, no, ma'am." 
" :Well, then, you just sit down and ~ait a li ~tl e . My hands 
are l.n the. butter, but as soon as I get through I'll copy off the 
receIpt for your mother." 
"Tommy sat there for a few minutes, when the shed door 
opened a little way, and· Tot thrust in her curly head. 
"Why Tommy Shepherd! who knew you was here ? Just come 
out here, and I'll show you the nicest sight you ever saw." He 
followed her out into the shed and there Tot had those six 
grunting, squirming, little puppies in her pink apron. 
"Billy and I have named 'em all," laughed Tot. Do you want 
to hear their names ?" 
"Of course I do." : TWENTY-FOOR PUPPIES. 
"Tommy, I want yo~ to go over to Mrs. Blake's and get her' '.'Well, their mother is Trip, you know, so we named ' ~m Snip, 
receipt for sweet pickles." Skip~ Jip, Flip, Chip, and Pip. I'm going to let you have one, 
"All right, mother," and· Tommy put on 'his hat and was off -thIS one with the shortest tail; he's just cunnmg ; he's Snip." 
in a trice. "Oh, thank you!" said Tommy; he IS pretty." . 
As. Tommy was passing the barn, Billy Blake put his freckled "I must put you away now, you little dears," said Tot, at 
face out at the door. length, "and go and feed my biddy-hen,s." And Tot kissed each 
"Halloa, Tommy! come in here a minute; I want to show one square on his little pug nose, and put them down carefully in ' 
you the neatest sight you ever saw." Tommy went in, and fol- a box of shaving!>. . . . . 
lowing Billy around into the lean·to, saw, in a barrel of hay, six Tommy went into the· house again. Mrs. Blake had just come ' 
little black-and-tan puppies, nestling about their mother, Trip. up out of the cellar and was washing her hands. She wrote off 
"There, ain't they neat?" asked Billy. the receipt and gave it to Tommy, and he started for home; 
"Boss!" replied Tommy. "Wharare you going to do with " .Come back here a minute, Tommy," she called from tlie shed 
them all?" door, just as he was fairly in the road. Tommy come back. 
"Well, we shall keep two, one for Ule and one for Tot, and "See here!" she said. "Look into this ' box, and y~u'll. see 
j've promised one to cousin Dick, ~nd one to cousin Ben; the the queerest sight you ever saw." 
other two I shall sell." Tommy· thought that since he had come back, he wouldn! t tell 
-"What's your price?" her he had already ' seen those 'puppies three times that morn-
"Only a quarter; that's cheap enough, is'nt it?" ing • 
. "Dirt cheap. See here! I've got a silver quarter, and I'm "Aren't they queer?" You ought to have one when they are 
going to have one of those pups." large enough. Here's one with d! eadful small ears ; he'll look 
"Will your father let you?" pert enough. Would't you like him?" 
"He won't care." "Yes, ,ma'am," said Tommy., 
"Well, you may have your pi'ck. Here's 'the smallest one. "You shall have him and welcome." 
Will you have him?" . "Thank you, ma'am," said Tommy, and started off again. 
"I reckon so," replied Tommy, and just then Mr. Blake's Half-way home he met James, the hired man. 
voice was heard at the door. "Halloa, Tommy! Tell you what, you'd, better turn around 
"You in he.re, Billy?" and come back with me. I'd show you the funniest ' sight you 
"Y : " ever saw. " 
. es, SIr. 
"Well, you go with James, and help him get the sheep into "What is it?" asked Tommy. 
the north lot. Hurry right off,-he's started a'ready. "Six little pups, just as round and fat. 
Billy hurried off and Tommy came out of the barn. Before "You don't say so? Well, I'll come and see 'em when I have 
he went far toward the house he heard the ,barn-door open and time," said Tommy, as he went on. , 
shut. Looking up he saw Mr. Blake with a basket on his arm, "Say!" -cried James after him, "I ' presume you could have 
and Trip close a; his heels. ' one if you should want." 
'''Good morning, Tommy. Guess what I've got here?' "I'll see about it," and Tommy went on, laughing to himself' 
"Dunno," said Tommy. "Guess how many puppies I've seen, mother, h~ said, when 
"The prettiest s~ght you ever saw," and Mr. Bla~e showed he got home. 
him the little puppies. "I'm going to put 'em in the shed. l.t's "I don't know. l\our?" 
a better place for 'em. Wouldn't you like one.when they are "Oh, my! Billy had six in the barn, and his father had six in 
old' enough ?" a basket, and Tot six in her apron, and Mrs. Blake six in the 
. !'Yes, sir." shed." -
"Vou can 'have .one as well as not~ They'll , all have to be "Twenty-four puppies'?" 
, , -~---.---" 
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"Yes; and James wanted me to ' come b~'ck and see six, but I 
couldn't st'op." 
"Tommy Shepard!" 
" "Fact, mother, and Billysold me one, and Tot and her father 
and mother each gave me one, and James thought I might have 
... one." 
"What do you want of five puppies, you crazy boy?" 
"Oh, I havn't got them yet. Here's your receipt, and I 
think doing errands for you pretty good fun. - Youth's Companion. 
TIME FOR READING. 
Many busy people declare they heve no time for reading; but 
they are mistaken. They have all the time there is, and some of 
the wor~d's busiest m on have found ,that enQugh to make them-
selves accomplished in one or more departments of knowledge. 
The trouble is no lack of time, but wasteful habits in regard to 
it. Many persons ent~rtain the notion that one must have regu-
lar and definite , hours of the day or week set apart for reading 
in order to accomplish anything valuable .. There never was a 
greater mi~take. The busiest life has margins of time which may 
serve, like the borders of the old missals, to enrich and exalt the 
commonplaces written between. Fifteen minutes in the morn-
ing and as many in the evening, devoted faithfully tv reading, 
will ad.d appreciably in the course,of a few months in one's store 
of 'knowledge. Always have , a book at hand, and whether the 
'o,pp0rt\mity brings you two hours or ten minutes, use it to the full. 
An English scientist learned a language in the time his wife kept 
him waitin~ for the completion ' of her evening toilette; and at 
the dinner given to Mr. Froude in this city, some years ago, Mr. 
Beecher said that he had read through that author's brilliant but 
somewhat lengthy history in the interval~ of dinn~r. Every .life 
- h~ pauses between' its activities. The time spent in local travel 
in st~eet cars and ferries is a golden opportunity, if one will,only 
resolutely make the most of it. It i,s not long spaces of time, 
but the single purpose th::t turns every moment to account, that 
makes great and fruitful acquisitio~s possible to me~ and women 
, who have other wo~k in life.-Chnstian UI/ion. 
'IHE VALUE OF NOVELS. 
, But the greatest use ~t novels i~ that least easy' to describe: 
• they idealize life; they cultivate in us the good habit of looking 
up6n the things that are un,seen. Imagination is f\lith looking 
upon the world; faith IS imagination 'looking into the heavens':-
, stupid men who have neither' imaginatien nor faith suppose that 
• not~ing is seen, but they whb are better endo:wed know that what 
tpey see is true and reaL We live in a phantasmagoria; the 
things that we see are ~hadows; the realities that cast the shad-
tecture, music, or poetry, if it arouses the invisible sense and 
gives a reality to the intangible, it prepares man to exercise the 
highest of all his fac'ulties, that which , gives him a knowledge of 
the 'insensuous and a fellowship with the invisible. It is for this 
reason that the great Master taught so much in fiction j it is for 
this reason that the church has instinctively used in all ages paint: 
ing, sculpture, architecture, music, and poetry in its worship. 
The modern rage for novels is not unreasonable; it is not alto-
gether unhealthy. It is the protest of many minds against ma-
terialism; the demand of an appetite not to be denied for some 
better teacher than Mr. Gradgrind, and some better teaching 
than ,,'facts, facts, facts." - Christian Union. -
THE WORLD. 
-Prof. J. H. Chamberlain, with his family, sailed for Europe !:lst week' 
-Orr Schurtz, has been made principal of the Danville schools, Michigan. 
-Mr. Joseph Harker has been re-engaged as principal of the Meredosia 
Ill., public schools. ' 
'-Senator Edmun~s' daught('r will soon publi~h a b00k, She is an artist , 
as well as a writer. ' " 
-Yung Kwai, a Chinese youth, has been graduated second in t,he senior 
class of the high school of Springfield, Mass. 
Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson sees but few people nowadays, and is engaged 
in revising his papers for publication after death. 
-Messrs, Charles Scribner's Sons will publish this spring a complete edi-
tion of the poems of Mr, Richard Henry Stoddard. 
-Senators Anthony and Burnside walk from their houses to the Capitol 
every morning, "t least two miles, and back again in the afternoon. . 
- -Prof. Edward Searing has accepted the appointment as principal of the 
normal school at Mankato, Minn. 
-Supt. John Cuoper, of Richmond, Ind., will appear before the Republi-
can convention in Indiana as a candidate for Superintendent 'of Public In- ' 
struction. 
-Dr. G. W. Hoss retires at the close of the current year from the chair of 
English and Elocution at Indiana University, and returns to editorial work 'as 
proprietor of the Kansas Educational :Journal. Dr, Hoss had control of the 
Indiana School Journal for ten years, served two years as Superintendent of 
Public Instruction in Indiana, and has been tell years in the English Chair at,-
Bloomington. 
-The number of different kinds of postage stamps which have hitherto 
been issued all over the world is est imated, in round numbers, at 6,000. ' 
Among them are to be found the effigi~s of five , emperors, 18 Kings, three 
Queens, one, Grand Duke, six P1'inces, one Princess, and a great number of 
Presidents, etc. Some of the stamps bear coats of arms and other emblems, 
as crowns, the papal keys and tiara, anchors, eagles, lions, borses, stars, ser-
pents, railway trains, horsemen, messenger., etc, The collection, preserved 
in the museum of the Berlin Post Offices included, on July 1,1879,4498 spec-
imens of different postage stamps. Of these, 2462 were from' Europe, 441 
, from Asia, 251 from Africa, 1143 from America, and 201 from Au~tre:lia. 
ows are unseen. It is the work of art, poetry, and fiction to take -Messrs. A. S, Barnes & Co. will publish immediately a very important 
. us into this invisible world and show us this unseen; and this and interesting educational uumber of the Atlas Series oj Essal's, entitled 
unseen is-God. Fiction, art, poetry are kindred muses; and "New Departures ir. Collegiate Control and Culture," by the iate Rev. Caleb 
, Mills, Emeritus Proiess()r of Gree~, Wabash Coflege, Indiana. ' 
they may perhaps be named in that order. Lowest and leas't is , A. copy of the work will be sent to any address on receipt of thirty cents, by 
fiction;' and the lowest and least form of fiction is the drama, the publishers. 
which uses every sense to arouse the imagination in sensuous -A little girl in a ,Boston primary school lately begged off from reading ill 
souls. Above fiction come the arts-painting, ,sculpture, archi- the new collecti~n of fairy stories, just introduced as a supplement to the 
tecture-which appeal 't,o the imagination ,through _ the eye. Readers, on the plea that "the dreadful pictures kept her awake 0" nights." 
Aboye these is music, which, in its noblest forms, utfers what Possihly Superintendent Eliot can idorm us whet)ler pictures of lieaclless 
, trunks and dead lieads severed from their bodies, are introduced as "supple-
words can ne,ver utter, arousing echoes in the soul which repeat mel!tary" to the moral and religious instrl!ction of tlie children ?-N. E. 
themselves e~alessly\; ·unlIke t!}ose of Tennyson's Qugle, never :Jou';nal of Education. 
dying. Yet aboye music is poetry, ,which appeals to the highest • ---------I cannot do without the WEEKLY as l~ng as it does the kind of work it Is 
sense by word symbols that interpret the inward truth and reality doing at present.-:J. R. Payne, Martinsburgh, Mo. 
> of tllings. :Sut whethc;x:. it be fiction, painting, sculpture, archi- The WEEKLY is a grand success.-Prin. L. J. WIIitney , Cha1tlllont, N. Y 
'. . . . . 
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" Retail Price-List of School Supplies. THE MICHIGAN SCHOOL LIBRARY. 
WHOLESALE RATES GIVEN ON APPLICATION. 
Globes. 
3 inch. 5 inch. 6 Inch. 8 inch. 9 inch. I' Incl •. 
Andrews' 30 inch, $150........... $1 50 $350 $500 $800 $160') 
to to to 
$650 $1700 11> 4() 00 
Kendall's Lunar Telluric ....... . ............... .. .... 2000 30 00 
Jo. lin, 16 inch, $71 50 ......................................... · .............. · .. , ··· 4500 
The Favorite 16 mch, $57 00 ..................................................... 8000 
H olbrook's .......... ............ . : ... I 25 2 25 500 1200 25 00 
to 
8000 
Victor ........... .. .......................... .......... .............. .. IS 00 IS 00 8000 
to to 





'LihrarY 36 inches, $15000 ....... .... ...... ..... .... ...... ........ .... ...... . 
Descriptive price listll furnished 011 appllcauun. 
Ast1·onoJn'ical. 
Geared Tellurian-Bras<, with Cllmpa<s;C Ig 'V~eel ~rovement .. .. .... . 
.Geared Tel\urlan, Brass, No. I ................................................... . 
., " "No. 2 .••••••••••• •• ••• •• • •.••..• .... • .••. • ••••••• : •••••• 
Planetarium or Orrery, Brass, No. \. : .............. .. ............... .. .. ....... .. 
,e "" N O.2 .. • ••••••.• • •••.• . • . ..•... . • .. ...• ..•. ••••.••• 
!' 'Vood, No. J ........ .. ................... . ............. .. 
Stlestial' Sp~,ere, B~~ss ~~: ~ : :::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::: :::: : ::::::: :::::: :: : ::: 
Gyroscope, Brass, 3 Rings, Improved, Nv. I ..... ......... ........ .. .. . ...... . 
" " . 2" " NC). 2 ... .. . . .• . .. ••..• . •. •• ... ••. ••••• 
. Chart of Solar System, Johnson' s Ind cmucti lflt . .................... .. ...... . 
Astronomical Planispheres-Whitall'; . .. .. .. .. ...... ... ..... . ...... $3 00 and 
Dr. Johnson's Illustrations of Astronomy, with Hanu UO ... k . .. ........... .. 
Cha1·t.</ anti l.'rtblet~. 
The New American Reacling Charts. 30 Charts 26 ~ 30 inches. · • . 
Monroe's Primary ~eadit1g Charts-so Charts, on Easel. ......... ...... .. 
schofield's Nat'l School Tahlets, inCluding Culur Cnart-S IJI S et .. .. .. 
Color Chart, singly ... . .................................... ......... :. 
Eureka Ifablets for Orlhography .. ... ......... .. ............ ..... .. . ........... . . . 
Sande;s' Primary School Charl~ ................................ . .. ..... ... ...... . 
McGuffe'y's New Primary Charts-Io 11\ t:ict .................................. . 
Watson's Phenetic Tahlets-8 in Set ...... .. ........................ ... .. ..... .. 
Redfield's Z )ol"gical Chart . ... .................. .......... .. , ..... . .. . . .... . .... . 
Zoology, Hand-Book tn the abow ... .. .... ....... .. .. .......... .. . 
.Coiton's Geographical Cards, on R ,Il.:~, or Cal dlloard ............ .. ... ... .. 
Dr. Johnson's Indest ructible Philosnphlcal Chart' -5OO l.1u Irati" "s . .. 





























Sbeldon's 'New Graded Reading Charts, 10........................ ........... 5 00 
Edwards' & Webb's Primary Charts... . .. .. .. .. .......... .......... ... ..... .... 5 00 
Harper-s Charts, (22 in set) on 13 'anls ... ............ . .............. ...... .. .. . 18 uo 
, " c..lor Chart...... . .. ..... ........... ... .. ................................ ... 3 20 
Tenney's Nat. History Tahlets, rol1~r,;, cloth ...................... ........... 12 UO 
Prang's Nat. History Serie . ... .... ......... .. .. .. .. ................. .... .... ....... 1ll :11) 
Knight's War Charr .... .. .. . ................ .. ..... .. ..... .. .... ... . :............... 3 00 
Saundcr's Elocutionary Chart ...... ........... ·...... .......................... . ... 6 :'0 
Baade's Permutation Reading ()ase . ........ ... .. ... .. ........ ..... ....... ....... 10 ()II 
Page's N<>rmal Cl\art ... .. ...... ..... .......... ......... ..... ..... ........ .. :... .................. 3 75 
War Chart, Knight's. HI>torical.. ........ ... : ...... ...................................... :..... .. 5 00 
Clark's Grammatical Chart.............................. ........... ................................. 3 75 
Henslow's 130tanical Charts, 6 in set; Wllh I-. e" .... .............. ....... .... . 1800 
Youman's Chemical Chart ......................... : ... . .......... ... .......... .... 1000 
Cutter's New Anatomical Charts, 9 in sct .. ................ .. ................ 1800 
Same, 5 in set ..... .... ....................... .. .......................... ............ 1000 
. t)lese charts are enti rely new, and alon e s1lllw comp.arative h ""a" nnd all-
imal anatomy.' Chart No. I (The Osseous System) sent by mall as a sample 
on receipt of 7.'> cents. Money- rerunded when chart is returned. 
Andrews' AI.atomical Charts, 88 sheels, witb Hand·book .... .. ... ...... .. I 00 ' 
Miscellaneous. 
Ink Wells ...... .. ... . ... .. : .... .... ......................... .. ............. per doz., 300 
Horse Shoe Magnets ..... ' . ........ ...... ........ .. ...... ..... 25. 50. 75 cts. to 20" 
Poinling Rods, Plain, $0 25, per doz. , $2 So, with Meu"un:................ . 3~ ) 
Colored Crayons, per gross. ............................................... .. ...... 1 25 
Slate Washers .. . .... . ........... I ......... . ............................ . .... 15 and 25 
Webb's School and FamIly Cards, in Box, (with I:'icture Lessons)...... R 00 
" • Picture Lessons, separate.......... . ..................... . ..... .. ....... 1 25 
Can Bells, Silvered •• ; •••.••••••...... . ••••••••••••.•.••• .• •.••• ••• from $1 50 to 3 25 
Braes Hand Bells ................................................. : .... :.-25 cts to ' 800 
AIldrews' Book·Rest.............................. . ........... . .. ................ .... 100 
Thermometers, Fahrenheit Scale, best ............................... 50 cts, to II 00 
Jlbinifier, Adjustable ••• ",.',,, •• :..... ............ ........ . ........ .... ........... . 1 60 
S. B.-WINOHEL~ ~ OO~, 01l,teago, IU. 
At the recent meeting of the Michigan State Teachers' Associalton a 
committee (Pro~. W. H. ['ayne, I . N. Demmon, and J. L. Stone) was .appoin-
ted to prepare hsts of 100 and 200 volumes for school libraries. They were 
governed by two considerations: (I) what books will he read? and (2) what 
books are w?rth readin~? They report as follows: The total shows 70 
volu~es of hIstOry and bIography, 37 of travels, 30 of fiction, 22 of poetry, 
41 mIscellaneous. 
1.-LmRARY OF 100. ~VOLUl\IES. 
HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY . 
1·12 Abbott's Histories Fou.nders of Empires, 6 vols. Rulers of Later Times 
6 vols. Ha".p, rs, 81.00 a flol., - - - .. .. - '1200 
13 Dickens's Child tlislory of En)!land. Harper;, ' " i'05 
14 Higginson's Young Folks' History of the U. S. Lee &' ShePard, - . ' 1'50 
15-17 Parkman's Histories: Tne Con~piracy of Pontiac, 'the J esuits in North • 
America, La Salle and the DiSCOvery of the Great West. 3 vols. L ittl<6' Br.wn 050 7.50 
18 The Boy,' Froissart (Lanier). Scribners . . 3.D') 
19.23 Miss Vonge's Stones from History: Greece, R ome, Fr:'"nce, Germa~y, Eng-
land. 5 vols. Ward 6' Co .. London, ~.oo 10.00 
24'26 Bi~elow's Life of Franklin. 3 vols. Lif'l'incotts, $1.50 • - • 450 
27"9 Plutarch's Lives, Translatea by Langhorne. 3 vol5. Crowe/i, New York 1.00 3:00 
30 Irving'. Life of'Vashington. School edition. Putna1lls, ... ' 2.25 
31 Smiles's Lives of the Stephensons. HarjJ~rs 3.00 
32 Sm!les;s Life ofa Scotch Naturalist. Harpers, I.SO 
33 IrvlOg s LIfe of Columbus. Popular edilion. Put"a11ls, 1.75 
34 Coffin's Hoys of '76. Harp,rs. 3.00 
TRAVELS. 
35-45 Bayard Taylflr's Travels. 11 vols. Putnanzs. '1 .50, 
46 Vincent's Land of the White Elephant. Harp,rs, 
47 Vincent's Through and Through lhe Tropics. Har'.,.s, 
48 Nordhoff's California. Harpers, - w • • 
49 Nordhoff's California, Oregon, and Sandwich Islands. Ha"jJ~rs. 
59.51 Stanley's Through the lJark Continent. 2 vols. Harpers, 
52.53 Ficld'sjourney R ound the WOl1d. 2 vols. Scribners, -
54 Parkman's Oregon Trail. Little 6' Brow", 
55 What Mr. Darwin saw in his VO l age Around lhe World in the Ship Beagle. 
Ha rpers, • w -











1 . 50 
57'58 Scott's hanboe. Old Mortality. 2 vol.. Osgood. $3 .00, or Little 6' Brown, 83.50 
59.60 Dicken's David Copperfield, Christmas Books. 2 vols. C"ow,", ~3.00 ; or Osgood, I·SO 
6, George Eliot's Mill on lhe Floss. Harpers. 1.50 
62 George Ehot's Silas ~lariner and'Clerical Life. HarjJers, 1. 50 
63 The Vicor of Wakefield (Riverside Classics). Osg:ood, I ·~5 · 
64 Uncle Tom's Cabin. Ne,veoition. Usgood, 2.00 
65 Robinson Crusoe. Osgood or Mac11lilla1zs J 1.25 
66 Rasselas (B~yard series). Scri/J1urs, 1.25 ' 
67 Black Princess af Thule. JllJacmiUa1lst - J·75 
68.69 Miss Aleolt's Little Women, 2 vols. R,06erts. 1>1.50, 3.00 
-panTRY' 
70 Poelical Works of Longfellow. Househpld edition. Osgood, 
7' Poetical Works ofWh,uier. Household edition. Osgood. 
7' Poetical Works of Byrant. Household edition Appletons, 





3.00 74 Whittier's Child Life. ('sgood, ., - • • - • 
75-78 Shakespeare's Select Plays. Rolfe, or Hudson. Hamlet, Merchant of Venice, 
Julius Czsar, Macbeth . 4 vols. . ~ - • - • '2.80 " 
79 l'elgrave'. Golden Treasury of Songs and Lyrics. MlICntilla.'",. • • 
MJ.CBLLANBOUS. 
80 Tom Brown at Rugby. Hughes. Mac ... illans,. . 
81.83 Smile's Character, Thrift, Self.Help. ~ vols. Harpers, 1.00, 
84 Lamb's Tales from Shakespeare. Mac1JZlllans , 
8.; Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. Macl1lilla" s,. . 
86 Miss Yonge's Book of Golden Deeds. Mac"lIl1alls, 
87 Irving's Sketch Book, Putnams, 
88 lEsop's Fables. Osgood, Or R outledge, 
99 The Fairv Book. Mac",i"a"s, 
90 Sanford and Merton. Day. Osgo,d, 
9' Arabian Night,;. .osgood, . 
Q. Childhood tLittle Classics). Osgood. 
93 Church Stories from Homer. S<n1mers. 
94 Mrs Diaz's Wllliam .Hen~y Letters. Osgood, • • • ' . ' 
95 Mrs. Diaz's William Henry and his Friends, OSKot)tl~ • • • 
96'9~ Hawthrone·s Wonder-Book, Tanglew:ood Tales, Tlue Stories fr,om History and 
Biography. 3 vols. Little Classics cd. Osg ,od, . 
99 Fa raday's Chemical History of a Candle. darp.n. 
• 001 Hans Andersen's 'Vander Stories. Usroot!, . 







n.-SECOND 100 VOLUMES. 
(Will be published next week.) 
I ~a,'LO .' 
The publishers of the WEEKLY intend to make a speciality of furnishing 
school 'and teachers' libraries. They are now in correspondence with. promi-
nent educators with a view to the select.ion of a choice Teachers' Library, 
which tbey hope to. offer the public at an early day. 
Correspondence is invited with reference to the purchase of either or both 
of the above libraries, or any. other books which may be desired. 
-A little boy four year old, living in Marissa, Ill., has been ~ncouraged to 
say his prayers at night before going. to bed; and this is one of his latest: 
"0 Lqrd, take care Qf papa and mamma and make me ,. good boy, and 
keep me from being Dutch. Amen." It expresses his feelings on the Dutch 
very emphatically, 
I uSed W~dgwood's Topical Analysis in my school last summer and am us- ' 
ing it this s~mer in the same school. We like it-.-A. E. Harl, Sou/n Ed,. .. 
r a~y, Inti. 
PUBLISHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION. 
One year (40 Nos.), ".50. If paid in advance, ".00. 
Six months (20 Nos.), 1.50. II II 1.25. 
Three months (10 Nos.) .75. " " .65 
Each Monthly Edition, So cents a year in advance. 
ADVBRTISING RATns POR SINGLE INSBRTION: 
Full Outside Page. ____ ~o.oo lone-half Column (5 in.) $7·5" 
Full Inside ~age .•••••.•.. 30.00 Three Inches. _____ .•..•.. 5.00 
One-half Ins.de Page __ 18.00 IncI.> Cards .••••• : ••...• _ 1.75 
Full Column (10 in.l __ . 14.00 I Per Line..... ................ .15 
Special Notices, 40 cents per line bv count. 
DISCOUNTS. 
II insertions 10 per ce::nt. I 20 insertions 40 per cent. 
40 u , so u " .. .c 20 u 
)0 u 30 h 
Atiflet"tisel1u"t~ runnin r one month or mllre are pu"~ 
lished in all tke &even mont"'>, editions wit/,out extra 
charre. 
COPl. should be receivea by Saturday noon, previous to 
"lIate 0 Issue. .. 
Each advertising page of THH EDUCATIONAL WaaKLY 
contains three colu'mns, each column ten inches and one 
Inch twelve lines. . ~" J 
. No advertisement will belnsertea for less than one dollar. 
Orders from strangerS must be paid monthly in advance. 
Addr ... all communications to . -
S. R. WINCHELL & .CO., Chicago. 
PUBLISH.ERS' NOTES. 
-Lee & Shepard offer the the hung Folks' Book 
of Poetry in their advertisement this week. This 
s just the thing for school declamations. 
-Announcement of the .Martha's Vineyard Sum-
mer Instttute is made again ip our columns. The 
third annual sessi!>n will begin July 6, and continue 
'five weeks, five days in the week. This seaside 
resort has the reputation of being both delightfi.tl 
and inexpensive. The institute is in the hands of 
tJle very best men, and is' undoubtedly a success. 
, . Last year there were 170 students in attendance, 
he year before So. Tuition in anyone branch for 
the whole time $16; other expenses from $5 to $7 
per week. For information in reference to the 
·nstitute address Mr. C. ij:. Sprague, 5 Tremont 
. street, Boston. Mass. 
-The Sunday Morning Call - of Chicago has 
. been changed. into the 1!"eekly C~ll, by T. G. Mor-
row~ the Pubhs~er, and IS now an Eight-Page, For-
ty-Column, Senal Story Paper, similar to the New 
York Ledger, Fit eside Companion, etc., etc., and 
notw!thstan~ing the late ~xtraordinary rise in pa-
T
per, IS furmshed to subscnbers at the low price of 
EN CE~TS a month, or ONE DOLLAR a year. Try 
it a month. The office of publication is 155 and 
157 Dearborn St. • 
. -The office' of Sheldon & Co., S. S. Ventres, 
agent, has been r~oved from Lakeside Building 
., _ to Room 33, C;::entral Music Hall . Building. Mr. 
. Ventres .hopes to have his friends alL give him a 
social call at their first opportu~ity : . - . 
.,-Messrs. Ginn and Heath h!lve also removed to 
lallger and more commodious' quarters, at 56 State 
8tre~t, sec.ond /loor: M~. ~ac~enzie, agent, is 
makmg fnends rapidly among western teachers. 
Give him a call wh~n in the city. . 
Colorado Exe.ursions. 
The Uhicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad 
eompany will commence May I, I88~ and con-
dnue during the seaSon, the sale of first-class ex-
cursion tickets from Chicago and local points .to 
Denver, Colorado Springs, and Pueblo by six (6) 
different routes. These tickets will be good going 
west within fifteen (15' days from date of sale, and 
to return until Oct. 31, foll~wing. Pullman palace 
cars are run by' this company from Chicago to 
Council Bluffs, Topeka, and Kansas City, forming 
a, line ·with but one change bf cars to Denver and ·~ueblo. Dining·cars are attached to all through 
trains, in which meals can be obtained at the rea. 
The Educational . Weekly. 
THOMPSON, BROWN & CO., 
23. HAWLEY St., BOSTON. 
HAVB JUST PUBLISHBD, 
WORDS AND NUMBF~. A Lesson Book for 
. Prlmary Scl1ools. By HnNRY E. SAWYBR, A. M., 
Associate Principal In State Normal School, New 
Britain, Conn. 16mo. .. 
Sent for examination on receipt of 16 cu. 
This work is designed for the second year in Primary 
Schools, and is based on an entireJy new plan. It combines 
in one book, with sufficient suggestions and modeL~ for 
teachers, the subjects required to be taught in the second 
year : so that, with the exception of a Reader, no other 
book will be needed. T.he manu al was originally prepared 
for primary schools under the author's superviSion, and is 
published at the request of teachers who have ."ed it and 
seen the result of its use. 
Circulars seot on application. Corre~pondence solicited. 
Address Publishers, as above; or 
. THOMAS H. BUSH. Arent, 
70 Metropolitan Block, Chicago. 
CHAS. DESILVER & SONS, 1701 Ch.stnut, Philadelphia, Publishers 01 
Interlinear Classics • 
LATIN.-Virgil, Crosar, Horace, Cicero, Sallust, 
Ovid, Juvenal, and Livy, . .. . __ 82.25. 
GREEK -Homer's Illad, Gospel St. Jobn, and 
XenoplloIi's Anabsis __ . . __ 82. 75. 
Sample pages free . Send for terms and circulars. 
A FRESH BOOK. 
. Hailed with Delight in Educa-
tional Circles. 
A NEW ARITIUIETIC 
' CONTAINING 
Shorf, Simple, 
Practical and Scientific . 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. 
ANew Method of computation for every topic of 
Arithmetic, admitting of an Easy Analys is, and which is 
.horte~, more -simple, better and casier understood, and will 
soon supersede the methods now in use. Valuable Hints 
in the solution of problems, showing how different classes 
Can be solved in the easiest, shortest and best way and a 
valuable appendix of mathematical curiosities, puziles, and 
q~rles. . 
The wor,k contains IQ4 pages, 12 mo. and will be sent 
on receipt of 
Price .In Cloth, 81.00 ; In Paper, 75 Cts. 
Descriptive circulars and recommendations sent on 
application. 
Address, J. F . LANING, 
Nnw LoNDON, 0., Author and Publisher 
J. H. BUTLER & Co., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., 
PUBLISH 
·MITCHELVS NEW GEOGRAPHIES. 
- MITCHELL'S NEW OUTLINE MAPS. 
THE NEW AMERICAN READERS. 
THE NEW AMERICAN READING CHARTS. 
THE NEW AMERICAN SPELLERS. 
THE NEW AMER1CAN ARITHMETICS. 
GRADED PROBLEMS IN ARITHMETIC ' 
and f,JENSURATION 
SARGENT'S SCHOOL ETYMOLOGY. 
, GOODRICH'S PICTORIAL HISTORIES. 
THE SCHOLAR'S COMPANION. 
SMITH'S ENGLISH GRAMMAR. 
BUTLER·S PIGTORIAL HISTORY. 
• . TENNEY'S GEOLOGY. 
OXFORD'S SENIOR SPEAKER. 
• OXFORD'S JUNIOR SPEAKER. 
BINGHAM'S LATIN AND ENGLISH SERIES. 
BUTLER·S LITERARY SELEC"I.IONS. 
SPecial Rafes for Introduction. 
,Address, O. G. WILSON, 
sonable price of seventy-five cents. . , No • . 8 QUINCY PLACE, COR. STAT.., CWe.go, DI. 
, , 
. I;Iorsford's Acid Phosphate imparts new energy 
to the brain,giving the feeling. and sense of increas-
ed in tellectual power. . . . 
GLO BES 3,5, 6, i~, 12, I~ and~ In. dlam. Bent 
, for catalogue. n. B. Nims at Co., Troy 
New.York. . .' e-o·w-i:lp 
MENEELY & ~OMPANY,. 
Bell F""nders, West (['rOJ', N.' y. 
FJf~y yean .. ta~lIslied. CHURCH BBLIlS- and - CHIMas, 
ACADDlY. FACTOR." BaL'LS, etc. Improved PATIUIT MOUNT-
-. CatalOiUe:'free. "fio agencies. (" 
, -
THE UOlINTY· SUPERINTENDENTS 
Q,UESTXONS. 
Arithmetic l:~~.'ooo questions, the~ry ahd prob 
Geogranhy . over 1000 questions, Mathematical, I" ,Physicaf, Political, Commercial, with 
many questions not ~ound in text books. . 
These Lists. are compiled from questions just received 
from 'he County Superintendants of Pa., Ind., Ill., Wis., 
and Iowa. They are classified for convenience of reference 
and constitute an unsurpassed collection for class use and 
examinations. 
Price, 25 Uents Each, 
5 COPIES, $1.00, ' 
T. S. DENISON, 
70 MetropolItan Block, 
Chicago, m. 
BOOK-K·EEPING 
l Obe attenLton ot teach.ers is requested to ane'zv edition OJ 
FULTON & EASTMAN'S 
SINGLE AND DOUBLE ENTRY 
BOOK-KEEPI NC. 
For twenty years no agency work whatever has been used 
to extend the use of this book, and the remarkable tenacity 
with which it has retained its popularity while rival workS 
have been actively and energeticall)' pushed through agents, 
attests the hold Fulton & Eastman s Book-keeping has upon 
the good opinion of educators. 
Over 150,000 have been sold, and the demand continues. 
'Single copies for examination, with a view to introduotion 
will be sent by mail, postpaid, upon receipt 'of 60 cents, aa . 
a full set of blanks upon receipt of 45 cents. 
The price of the Text-Book is one dollar, and or six 
blanks, 75 cents. . . 
H . B. NIMS & CO., Troy, New York. 
Jones Brothers. & 00 . , 
CINCINNATI, PHILADELPHIA, CHICAGO 
THE iNDUCTIVE SERIES 0/ ARiTHMETICS. 
By WID. J. Milne, A. M . • PrinCipal State Normal Schocolr Geneseo, . New York. This serIes embraces a practt a1 
course in Arithmetic in two books. They are on the induc-
tive plan, and unite oral and written arithmetic in a p"racti .. 
cal method of instruction 
RIDPA7HSHISTORIESo/tke UNITE.D STATES 
embrace the followmg points of superiority: Accuracy and 
Brilliancy 01 the narrative-Clearness allll elegance of style 
-Unity of Narrative-Objectlve Presentation-Illustrations 
of special eXcellence-Superior mechanical execution, and 
low price. 
FORBRIGER'S PATENT .DRAWING TABLETS. 
A complete course in seven books. The Tablet form, pre. 
senting a solid surface-their size and compactness-their 
practical character-their novel construction-careful grada-
tion of exercises-abundance of .material( and low price, 
place them in advance of all other drawing nooks. 
*.*Specimen pages and terms· mailed to any address. If 
J. C. CHILTON & CO •• 
Michigan Agents, Detroit, Mich. 
L. PRANG & CO", I 
ART AND EDUCATIONAL PUBLISHERS, 
586 Roxbury St .. BOSTON, 
Publishers of the system of Industrial Drawing prepared 
for public schools by PROP. WALTHR SMITH, general supe .... 
visor of Drawing in the Boston Public Schools, and State 
Director of Art Education in Mass. • 
Tl1e ·A.:n.erican Drawing Mode.ls for the use of 
common schools, drawing classes, and schools ef art and 
science. -
Drawing Materials. 
Prang's Natural History Series. For schools and 
families. Animals and lliants represented - in their natural 
colors, and arranged for Instruction with object.lessons. 
General Agent (or the Western States 
HERRMANN SCHURICHT, 
CHIC~GO. Ill., 458 North Clark St 
ROBER7 S. DAVIS & to., 
36 Bromfield St., BOSTON. 
Publishers 01 
GILBERT'S INTROUC TORY SPELLER. 
.. GRADED "TEST SPELLER. 
GREENLEAF'S MATHEMATICAL SERIES. 
PARKER'S EXERCISES IN ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 
INDEPENDENT HAND·BOOK OF MENTAL ARITH. 
NEW ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA. Revised in '79. 
UNIVERSITY ALGEBRA. Just out. 
·Yor information address the publishers, or 
cia , ,.S.E .. B~DE,Du1iuque .. lowa, WestClpA:g't. 
IT PolYS ·to self our Rubber Hand Printing Stamps. culars free. G. A.. IlA.BP~R & BRO., Cleveland, 
-
$72A WEEK ,~u·da)' at home easily made. Coatl~ OUtfit fr~. AddresS TrI!e at Co. AUi\lSta, Me. cull 
